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		  Datasheet File OCR Text:


		  english fran?ais espa?ol important  :  please read this operation manual before starting operating the equipment. important  :  veuillez lire ce mode d'emploi avant de commencer  utiliser l'appareil. importante  :  lea este manual de operacin antes de comenzar a operar el equipo. LC-52LE920UN lc-60le920un liquid crystal television tlviseur acl televisor con pantalla  de cristal lquido operation manual mode d'emploi manual de operacin english fran?ais espa?ol english fran?ais espa?ol ? -$@-&6/@&@$pwfsjoee   free datasheet http:///

 -$@-&6/@&@$pwfsjoee   free datasheet http:///

 to reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do  not expose this product to rain or moisture. warning:  the lightning ?ash with arrow-head  symbol, within an equilateral triangle,  is intended to alert the user to the  presence of uninsulated dangerous  voltage within the product's  enclosure that may be of suf?cient  magnitude to constitute a risk of  electric shock to persons. the exclamation point within a  triangle is intended to alert the user  to the presence of important  operating and maintenance  (servicing) instructions in the  literature accompanying the product. caution risk of electric shock  do not open caution: to reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove cover (or back). no user-serviceable parts inside. refer servicing to qualified service personnel. to prevent electric shock, match wide blade of plug to wide  slot, fully insert. caution: caution: this product satis?es fcc regulations when shielded cables and connectors are used to connect the unit to other  equipment. to prevent electromagnetic interference with electric appliances such as radios and televisions, use shielded  cables and connectors for connections. warning:  fcc regulations state that any unauthorized changes or modi?cations to this equipment not expressly  approved by the manufacturer could void the user's authority to operate this equipment.   1 operation manual important: to aid reporting in case of loss or theft, please record the  tv's model and serial numbers in the space provided. the  numbers are located at the rear of the tv. model no.: serial no.: liquid crystal television english important information english LC-52LE920UN lc-60le920un -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

 information: this equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class b digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the fcc   rules. these limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. t his  equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the  instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. however, there is no guarantee that interference will not   occur in a particular installation. if this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which c an be  determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the   following measures: reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected. consult the dealer or an experienced radio/tv technician for help. declaration of conformity: sharp liquid crystal television, model LC-52LE920UN/lc-60le920un this device complies with part 15 of the fcc rules. operation is subject to the following two conditions:  (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference  received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. responsible party: sharp electronics corporation sharp plaza, mahwah, new jersey 07495-1163 tel: 1-800-be-sharp for business customers: url http://www.sharpusa.com note to catv system installer: this reminder is provided to call the catv system installer's attention to article 820-40 of th e national  electrical code that provides guidelines for proper grounding and, in particular, speci?es that the cable ground shall be conne cted to the  grounding system of the building, as close to the point of cable entry as practical. this product quali?es for energy star when "home" is selected for "tv location". setting "tv location" to "home" allows the tv to achieve an energy-saving status for household use.   2 important information trademarks ?  manufactured under license from dolby laboratories. dolby and the double-d symbol are trademarks of dolby  laboratories. ?  hdmi, the hdmi logo and high-de?  nition multimedia interface are trademarks or registered trademarks of hdmi  licensing llc in the united states and other countries. ?  products that have earned the energy star ?  are designed to protect the environment through superior energy  ef?  ciency. ?     and lc logo mark are registered trademarks of sharp corporation.   this product is embedded with lc font technology, which was developed by sharp corporation for clearly  displaying easy-to-read characters on lcd screens. however, other fonts are used for some screen pages, too. ? x.v.color and   are trademarks of sony corporation. ? net?  ix and the net?  ix logo are the registered trademarks of net?  ix, inc. ? divx ?  is a registered trademark of divx, inc., and is used under license. ?  about divx video: divx ?  is a digital video format created by divx, inc. this is an of?  cial divx certi?  ed device that  plays divx video. visit www.divx.com for more information and software tools to convert your ?  les into divx video. ?  about divx video-on-demand: this divx certi?  ed ?  device must be registered in order to play divx video-on- demand (vod) content. to generate the registration code, locate the divx vod section in the device setup menu.  go to vod.divx.com with this code to complete the registration process and learn more about divx vod. ?  vudu? is a trademark of vudu, inc. ?  the wi-fi certified logo is a certi?  cation mark of the wi-fi alliance. ?  the wi-fi protected setup mark is a mark of the wi-fi alliance. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

 electricity is used to perform many useful functions, but it can also cause personal injuries and property damage  if improperly handled. this product has been engineered and manufactured with the highest priority on safety.  however, improper use can result in electric shock and/or ?re. in order to prevent potential danger, please  observe the following instructions when installing, operating and cleaning the product. to ensure your safety  and prolong the service life of your liquid crystal television, please read the following precautions carefully  before using the product. 1)  read these instructions. 2)  keep these instructions. 3)  heed all warnings. 4)  follow all instructions. 5)  do not use this apparatus near water. 6)  clean only with dry cloth. 7)  do not block any ventilation openings. install in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 8)  do not install near any heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other apparatus (including  ampli?ers) that produce heat. 9)  do not defeat the safety purpose of the polarized or grounding-type plug. a polarized plug has two blades  with one wider than the other. a grounding type plug has two blades and a third grounding prong. the  wide blade or the third prong are provided for your safety. if the provided plug does not ?t into your outlet,  consult an electrician for replacement of the obsolete outlet. 10)  protect the power cord from being walked on or pinched particularly at plugs, convenience receptacles,  and the point where they exit from the apparatus. 11)  only use attachments/accessories speci?ed by the manufacturer. 12)  use only with the cart, stand, tripod, bracket, or table speci?ed by the manufacturer, or sold  with the apparatus. when a cart is used, use caution when moving the cart/apparatus  combination to avoid injury from tip-over. 13)  unplug this apparatus during lightning storms or when unused for long periods of time. 14)  refer all servicing to quali?ed service personnel. servicing is required when the apparatus has been  damaged in any way, such as power-supply cord or plug is damaged, liquid has been spilled or objects  have fallen into the apparatus, the apparatus has been exposed to rain or moisture, does not operate  normally, or has been dropped. additional safety information 15)  power sourcesthis product should be operated only from the type of power source indicated on the  marking label. if you are not sure of the type of power supply to your home, consult your product dealer or  local power company. for products intended to operate from battery power, or other sources, refer to the  operating instructions. 16)  overloadingdo not overload wall outlets, extension cords, or integral convenience receptacles as this  can result in a risk of ?re or electric shock. 17)  object and liquid entrynever push objects of any kind into this product through openings as they may  touch dangerous voltage points or short-out parts that could result in a ?re or electric shock. never spill  liquid of any kind on the product. 18)  damage requiring serviceunplug this product from the wall outlet and refer servicing to quali?ed  service personnel under the following conditions: a)  when the ac cord or plug is damaged, b)  if liquid has been spilled, or objects have fallen into the product, c)  if the product has been exposed to rain or water, d)  if the product does not operate normally by following the operating instructions.   adjust only those controls that are covered by the operating instructions as an improper adjustment  of other controls may result in damage and will often require extensive work by a quali?ed technician  to restore the product to its normal operation, e)  if the product has been dropped or damaged in any way, and f)  when the product exhibits a distinct change in performance - this indicates a need for service. 19)  replacement partswhen replacement parts are required, be sure the service technician has used  replacement parts speci?ed by the manufacturer or have the same characteristics as the original part.  unauthorized substitutions may result in ?re, electric shock, or other hazards. 20)  safety checkupon completion of any service or repairs to this product, ask the service technician to  perform safety checks to determine that the product is in proper operating condition. 21)  wall or ceiling mountingwhen mounting the product on a wall or ceiling, be sure to install the product  according to the method recommended by the manufacturer.   3 dear sharp customer thank you for your purchase of the sharp liquid crystal television. to ensure safety and many years  of trouble-free operation of your product, please read the important safety instructions carefully before  using this product. important safety instructions -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

 important safety instructions   4 ?  outdoor antenna grounding  if an outside antenna is  connected to the television equipment, be sure the antenna  system is grounded so as to provide some protection against  voltage surges and built-up static charges.   article 810 of the national electrical code, ansi/nfpa 70,  provides information with regard to proper grounding of the  mast and supporting structure, grounding of the lead-in wire  to an antenna discharge unit, size of grounding conductors,  location of antenna-discharge unit, connection to grounding  electrodes, and requirements for the grounding electrode. example of antenna grounding as per  national electrical code, ansi/nfpa 70 antenna  lead in wire ground  clamp nec  national electrical code grounding  conductors (nec section 810-21) ground clamps power service grounding  electrode system (nec art 250, part h) electric  service  equipment antenna discharge unit (nec section 810-20) ?  water and moisture  do not use this product near water - for example, near a bath tub, wash bowl, kitchen sink, or  laundry tub; in a wet basement; or near a swimming pool; and the like. ?  stand  do not place the product on an unstable cart, stand, tripod or table. placing the product on an unstable base  can cause the product to fall, resulting in serious personal injuries as well as damage to the product. use only a cart,  stand, tripod, bracket or table recommended by the manufacturer or sold with the product. when mounting the product  on a wall, be sure to follow the manufacturer's instructions. use only the mounting hardware recommended by the  manufacturer. ?  selecting the location  select a place with no direct sunlight and good ventilation. ?  ventilation  the vents and other openings in the cabinet are designed for ventilation. do not cover or block these vents  and openings since insuf? cient ventilation can cause overheating and/or shorten the life of the product. do not place  the product on a bed, sofa, rug or other similar surface, since they can block ventilation openings. this product is not  designed for built-in installation; do not place the product in an enclosed place such as a bookcase or rack, unless proper  ventilation is provided or the manufacturer's instructions are followed. ?  the front panel used in this product is made of glass. therefore, it can break when the product is dropped or applied with  impact. be careful not to be injured by broken glass pieces in case the panel breaks. ?  heat  the product should be situated away from heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other  products (including ampli? ers) that produce heat. ?  the liquid crystal panel is a very high technology product with 2,073,600 pixels, giving you ? ne picture details.   occasionally, a few non-active pixels may appear on the screen as a ? xed point of blue, green or red. please note that  this does not affect the performance of your product. ?  lightning  for added protection for this television equipment during a lightning storm, or when it is left unattended and  unused for long periods of time, unplug it from the wall outlet and disconnect the antenna. this will prevent damage to  the equipment due to lightning and power-line surges. ?  power lines  an outside antenna system should not be located in the vicinity of overhead power lines or other electric  light or power circuits, or where it can fall into such power lines or circuits. when installing an outside antenna system,  extreme care should be taken to keep from touching such power lines or circuits as contact with them might be fatal. ?  to prevent ? re, never place any type of candle or ? ames on the top or near the tv set. ?  to prevent ? re or shock hazard, do not place the ac cord under the tv set or other heavy items. ?  do not display a still picture for a long time, as this could cause an afterimage to remain. ?  to prevent ? re or shock hazard, do not expose this product to dripping or splashing.   no objects ? lled with liquids, such as vases, should be placed on the product. ? do not insert foreign objects into the product. inserting objects in the air vents or other openings may  result in ? re or electric shock. exercise special caution when using the product around children. precautions when transporting the tv ?  when transporting the tv, never carry it by holding or otherwise putting pressure onto the display. be sure to always  carry the tv by two people holding it with two hands  one hand on each side of the tv. caring for the cabinet ?  use a soft cloth (cotton, ? annel, etc.) and gently wipe the surface of the cabinet. ?  using a chemical cloth (wet/dry sheet type cloth, etc.) may deform the components of the main unit cabinet or cause  cracking. ?  wiping with a hard cloth or using strong force may scratch the surface of the cabinet. ?  if the cabinet is very dirty, wipe with a soft cloth (cotton, ? annel, etc.) soaked in neutral detergent diluted with water a nd  thoroughly wrung out, and then wipe with a soft dry cloth. ?  the cabinet is primarily made of plastic. avoid using benzene, thinner, and other solvents, as these may deform the  cabinet and cause the paint to peel off. ?  do not apply insecticides or other volatile liquids.    also, do not allow the cabinet to remain in contact with rubber or vinyl products for a long period of time. plasticizers  inside the plastic may cause the cabinet to deform and cause the paint to peel off. -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

 important safety instructions   5 caring for the front panel ?  turn off the main power and unplug the ac cord from the wall outlet before handling. ?  gently wipe the surface of the front panel with a soft cloth (cotton, ? annel, etc.).   to protect the front panel, do not use a dirty cloth, liquid cleaners, or a chemical cloth (wet/dry  sheet type cloth, etc.). this may damage the surface of the front panel. ?  wiping with a hard cloth or using strong force may scratch the surface of the front panel. ?  use a soft damp cloth to gently wipe the front panel when it is really dirty.   (it may scratch the surface of the front panel when wiped strongly.) ?  if the front panel is dusty, use an anti-static brush, which is commercially available, to clean it. ?  to avoid scratching the frame or screen, please use a soft, lint free cloth for cleaning. approved cleaning cloths are  available directly from sharp in single (00z-lcd-cloth) or triple (00z-lcd-cloth-3) packs. call 1-800-be-sharp for  ordering, or visit http://www.sharpusa.com/sharpdirect. child safety: it makes a difference how and where you use your flat panel display congratulations on your purchase! as you enjoy your new product, please keep these safety tips in mind: the issue the home theater entertainment experience is a growing trend and larger ? at panel displays  are popular purchases. however, ? at panel displays are not always supported on the proper  stands or installed according to the manufacturers recommendations. flat panel displays that are inappropriately situated on dressers, bookcases, shelves, desks,  speakers, chests or carts may fall over and cause injury. this manufacturer cares! the consumer electronics industry is committed to making home entertainment enjoyable  and safe. tune into safety one size does not ? t all. follow the manufacturers recommendations for the safe installation  and use of your ? at panel display. carefully read and understand all enclosed instructions for proper use of this product. dont allow children to climb on or play with furniture and television sets. dont place ? at panel displays on furniture that can easily be used as steps, such as a chest  of drawers. remember that children can become excited while watching a program, especially on a  larger than life ? at panel display. care should be taken to place or install the display where it  cannot be pushed, pulled over, or knocked down. care should be taken to route all cords and cables connected to the ? at panel display so that  they cannot be pulled or grabbed by curious children. wall mounting: if you decide to wall mount your flat panel display, always: use a mount that has been recommended by the display manufacturer and/or listed by an independent laboratory (such  as ul, csa, etl). follow all instructions supplied by the display and wall mount manufacturers. if you have any doubts about your ability to safely install your ? at panel display, contact your retailer about professional  installation. make sure that the wall where you are mounting the display is appropriate. some wall mounts are not designed to be  mounted to walls with steel studs or old cinder block construction. if you are unsure, contact a professional installer. a minimum of two people are required for installation. flat panel displays can be heavy. note:   cea is the preeminent trade association promoting growth in the $161 billion  u.s. consumer electronics industry. more than 2,200 companies enjoy the bene? ts of  cea membership, including legislative advocacy, market research, technical training and  education, industry promotion and the fostering of business and strategic relationships . ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///
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   7 1   con? rm that there are 9 screws (5 short screws  and 4 long screws) supplied with the stand unit. 2   attach the supporting post for the stand unit onto  the base using the box for the stand unit as shown  below. the supporting post attaches to the base at an off- centered location on the base. be sure to attach the  supporting post in the direction indicated below and  attach the stand to the tv with the wider side of the  base facing forward. long screws 3   insert the stand into the openings on the rear of the  tv. soft cushion ? 4   insert and tighten the 4 screws into the 4 holes on  the rear of the stand unit. short screws 5   1  insert the stand cover.  2  insert the screw to secure the stand cover. 1 2 short screw   ?  to detach the stand, perform the steps in reverse  order. supplied accessories make sure the following accessories are provided with the product. remote control unit  ( g 1) page 8 aaa size battery  ( g 2) page 9 stand unit ( g 1) page 7 cable clamp  ( g 1) page 8 LC-52LE920UN   operation manual ( g 1)     connection guide ( g 1) wireless lan adapter ( g 1) page xx   ?  always use the ac cord supplied with the tv.   ?  the illustrations above are for explanation purposes and may vary slightly from the actual accessories. quick reference attaching the stand ?  before attaching (or detaching) the stand, unplug the ac cord. ?  before performing work spread cushioning over the base area to lay the tv on. this will prevent it from being damaged. caution ?  attach the stand in the correct direction. ?  do not remove the stand from the tv unless using an optional wall mount bracket to mount it. ?  be sure to follow the instructions. incorrect installation of the stand may result in the tv falling over. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   8 quick reference using the remote control unit use the remote control unit by pointing it towards the  remote control sensor on the tv. objects between the  remote control unit and the remote control sensor may  prevent proper operation. 30o 30o 30o 30o 17 (5 m) remote control sensor   cautions regarding the remote control unit ?  do not expose the remote control unit to shock. in addition,  do not expose the remote control unit to liquids, and do not  place in an area with high humidity. ?  do not install or place the remote control unit under direct  sunlight. the heat may cause deformation of the remote  control unit. ?  the remote control unit may not work properly if the remote  control sensor on the tv is under direct sunlight or strong  lighting. in such cases, change the angle of the lighting  or the tv, or operate the remote control unit closer to the  remote control sensor. important: if the unit does not power on - unplug the  television from the outlet and repeat the  installation steps. if you still encounter no power, please contact  us at 1-800-be-sharp. quick installation tips 1   attach your antenna to the back of the television.  (see page 9.) 2   connect the ac plug for the television into the ac  outlet. ac outlet 2 1 1 ?  place the tv close to the ac outlet, and keep the power  plug within reach. ?   to prevent risk of electric shock, do not  touch un-insulated parts of any cables  with the ac cord connected. 3   bundle the cords properly with the cable clamp. 4   when turning on the tv for the ? rst time, press  power  on the touch sensor panel on the front of  the tv. power 5   insert the batteries into the remote control unit. (see  page 9.) ?  speakers cannot be detached from the tv. ?  the tv can be rotated up to 20 degrees to right and left. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   9 antennas to enjoy a clearer picture, use an outdoor antenna. the following is a brief explanation of the types of connections  that are used for a coaxial cable. if your outdoor antenna uses a 75-ohm coaxial cable with an f-type connector,  plug it into the antenna terminal at the rear of the tv set. for connecting the antenna cable to the tv, use  commercially available cables. 300-ohm twin-lead cable 75-ohm coaxial cable (round) 75-ohm coaxial cable in out 300-ohm  twin-lead cable vhf antenna uhf antenna combiner to tv antenna  terminal 300/75-ohm adapter 300-ohm twin-lead cable (?at) 75-ohm coaxial cable (round) cable tv lead-in coaxial cable coaxial cable home antenna terminal (75-ohm) home antenna terminal (75-ohm) or or installing batteries in the remote control unit if the remote control fails to operate tv functions, replace the batteries in the remote control unit. 1  open the battery cover. 2   insert two aaa size batteries (supplied with  the product). ?  place the batteries  with their terminals  corresponding to the ( e )  and ( f ) indications in the  battery compartment. 3   close the battery cover. caution improper use of batteries can result in chemical leakage or explosion. be sure to follow the instructions below. ?  do not mix batteries of different types. different types of batteries have different characteristics. ?  do not mix old and new batteries. mixing old and new batteries can shorten the life of new batteries or cause chemical leakag e  in old batteries. ?  remove batteries as soon as they are worn out. chemicals that leak from batteries that come in contact with skin can cause a  rash. if you ? nd any chemical leakage, wipe thoroughly with a cloth. ?  the batteries supplied with this product may have a shorter life expectancy due to storage conditions. ?  if you will not be using the remote control unit for an extended period of time, remove batteries from it. preparation connecting antenna  cable ?  connect the antenna cable to the tv using one of the methods in the illustration as shown ( 1 ,  2 ,  3  or  4 ). 1   cable without a catv  converter 3  combination vhf/ uhf antenna 4  separate vhf/uhf  antenna 2  vhf/uhf antenna 1. a 75-ohm system is generally a round cable with f-type connector  that can easily be attached to a terminal without tools. 2. a 300-ohm system is a ? at twin-lead cable that can be attached  to a 75-ohm terminal through a 300/75-ohm adapter. f-type connector 300-ohm twin-lead cable (? at) f-type connector 75-ohm coaxial cable (round) 75-ohm coaxial cable notice when connecting the rf cable to the tv set, do not tighten f-type  connector with tools. if tools are used, it may cause damage to your tv set. (the breaking  of internal circuit, etc.) f-type connector should be ?  nger-tightened only. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   10 part names tv (front) *1 opc: optical picture control *2 see pages 17 and 22 for using the touch sensor panel. center icon illumination (see page 30.) power    *2 input vol / / . menu remote control sensor opc sensor  *1 (see page 24.) ch v / u tv (rear) rs-232c  terminal antenna/cable in component  terminals digital audio output  terminal hdmi 3  terminal hdmi 4  terminal hdmi 1  terminal arc: audio return channel pc in  terminal audio in  terminal  (shared for pc in and hdmi 1)  *2 video  terminal audio out  terminal usb 1  terminal usb 2  terminal ethernet  terminal hdmi 2  terminal *1 *1 *1 see pages 12 to 16 and 43 for external equipment connection. *2 see page 48 for details on the audio select function. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   11 1 18 19 20 21 4 3 2 5 23 24 8 7 6 9 25 26 28 29 15 14 13 12 11 10 16 17 27 22 part names 1   power:  switch the tv power on or enter standby. (see  page 17.) 2   tv ,  stb ,  dvd?vcr ,  audio:  switches the remote  control for tv, stb, dvd, bd, vcr and audio operation.  (see pages 41 to 42 for details.)   * to enter the code registration mode, you need to press  an appropriate button ( stb ,  dvd ? vcr  or  audio ) and  display  at the same time. 3   external equipment operational buttons:  operate the  external equipment. 4   option:  display the link operation menu screen. this  button will function only when aquos link is used. (see  pages 43 to 46 for details.) 5   sleep:  set the sleep timer. (see page 18.) 6   0 C 9:  set the channel. (see page 18.) 7   ?   (dot):  (see pages 18 and 41.) 8   cc:  display captions from a closed-caption source. (see  page 20.) 9   av mode:  select an audio or video setting. (see page 19.) 10   mute:  mute the sound. (see page 18.) 11   vol k / l :  set the volume. (see page 18.) 12   menu:  display the menu screen. (see page 22.) 13   aquos net:  switches the display to the sidebar  widget, tv k web, web or tv screen. (see pages 50 to  58 for details.) 14   a / b / c / d ,  enter:  select a desired item on the screen. 15   exit:  turn off the menu screen. 16   favorite ch:  set the favorite channels. (see page 31.) 17   a ,  b ,  c ,  d:  select 4 preset favorite channels in 4 different  categories. (see page 31.)   while watching, you can toggle the selected channels by  pressing  a ,  b ,  c  and  d . 18   display:  display the channel information. 19   power (source):  turns the power of the external  equipment on and off. 20   freeze:  set the still image. press again to return to  normal screen. (see page 18.) 21   power saving:  select power saving settings. (see  page 20.) 22   ent:  jumps to a channel after selecting with the  0 C 9   buttons. 23   flashback:  return to the previous channel or external  input mode. (see page 18.) 24   view mode:  select the screen size. (see pages 21, 47  and 59.) 25   input:  select a tv input source. (tv, component,  video, pc in, hdmi 1, hdmi 2, hdmi 3, hdmi 4)  (see  pages 12 and 19.) 26   ch u / v :  select the channel. (see page 18.) 27   apps:  display the dock. (see page 20.) 28   return:  return to the previous menu screen. 29   fav app 1, 2, 3:  you can assign your favorite functions  to these buttons. (see page xx) remote control unit ?  when using the remote control unit, point it at the tv. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   12 introduction to connections experiencing hd images an hdtv without an hd source is just an ordinary tv. to enjoy hd images on the tv, you should get hd programming from the following: over-the-air broadcasting via hd quality antenna hd cable/satellite subscription hd compatible external equipment for information on updating to hd programming, ask your cable/satellite service provider. types of connection image quality differs depending on the terminal used. to enjoy clearer images, check the output terminals of your  external equipment and use its appropriate terminals for higher quality images.  the illustrations of the terminals are for explanation purposes and may vary slightly from the actual products.    page 13 terminal on the tv cable terminal on external equipment image quality av cable  (av mini plug and rca plugs) component video cable audio cable hdmi-certi?ed cable ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable dvi-hdmi conversion cable hd quality standard quality  audio dvi out     page 13    page 14     page 14 ? ? ? ? ? 1  press  input . the ch list screen displays. 2  press  a / b  to select the input source. you can also select the input source by pressing  input . each time  input  is pressed, the input source  toggles. component video pc in hdmi 1 tv an image from the selected source automatically  displays. if the corresponding input is not plugged in, you  cannot change the input. be sure to connect the  equipment beforehand. ? ? ? ? input input input tv component video pc in ch list menu air example input tv component video pc in ch list menu air example displaying an external equipment image to view external source images, select the input source by pressing  input  on the remote control unit or on the tv. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   13 connecting to external equipment you can connect many types of external equipment to your tv. to view external source images, select the input  source from  input  on the remote control unit or on the tv. (see pages 12 and 19.) for connecting the tv to external equipment, use commercially available cables. caution ?  to protect equipment, always turn off the tv before connecting any external equipment. ?  please read the relevant operation manual (blu-ray disc player, etc.) carefully before making connections. connecting a blu-ray disc/dvd player or hd cable/satellite set-top box    when using hdmi cable (hdmi 1, 2, 3 or 4): the hdmi (high de? nition multimedia interface) terminal is an audio-video interface that enables a connection for audio and  video signals using a single cable. the hdmi terminal supports high-resolution video input. ? blu-ray disc player      ? dvd player ? hd cable/satellite set-top box hdmi out back panel  vertical inputs hdmi-certi?ed cable ?  to enjoy 1080p display capability, connect your external equipment using an hdmi-certi? ed cable or a component cable and  set the equipment to 1080p output. ?  supported audio format: linear pcm, sampling rate 32/44.1/48khz. ?  when you connect external equipment using a dvi-hdmi conversion cable or when you connect arc-compatible  equipment, use hdmi 1.   when using dvi-hdmi conversion cable (hdmi 1): ?  blu-ray disc player      ?  dvd player ? hd cable/satellite set-top box audio dvi out back panel  vertical inputs ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable dvi-hdmi conversion cable ?  when using a dvi-hdmi conversion cable, you should make an analog audio connection. in this case, in addition to  connecting a dvi-hdmi conversion cable to the hdmi 1 terminal, connect a ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable to the audio in  terminal and set "audio select" to "hdmi+analog".  (see page 48.) -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   14 connecting to external equipment   when using component cable (component): ?  blu-ray disc player      ?  dvd player ? hd cable/satellite set-top box component out back panel horizontal inputs audio-r (red) audio-l (white) y (green) p b  (blue) p r  (red) audio cable component video cable ?  to enjoy 1080p display capability, connect your external equipment using an hdmi-certi? ed cable or a component cable and  set the equipment to 1080p output. ?  see page 13 for connecting a blu-ray disc player, dvd player or an hd cable/satellite set-top box to the hdmi terminal. connecting a vcr, game console, camcorder or cable/satellite set-top box   when using composite cable (video): ?  game console  ?  vcr ?  camcorder  ? cable/satellite set-top box back panel  vertical inputs av cable (av mini plug and rca plugs) ?   for the av cable to connect to the video terminal, use a plug described below. pin number description 1 audio (left) 2 composite video 3 a&v ground (earth) 4 audio (right) 1234 1234 -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   15 connecting to external equipment connecting an audio ampli?  er   when using optical ?  ber cable: it is possible to output audio through the digital audio output terminal. (see page 28 for details.) pcm audio  outputs from the terminal. digital audio input optical back panel  vertical inputs optical ?ber cable ?  depending on the connected equipment, audio will not output from the digital audio output terminal in hdmi  connection. in this case, set the audio formats of the connected equipment to pcm, 32/44.1/48 khz.   when using audio cable: analog audio in back panel  vertical inputs audio cable ?  see page 29 for details on the output select function. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   16 connecting a pc refer to page 48 for a list of pc signals compatible with the tv.   when using hdmi cable (hdmi 1, 2, 3 or 4): hdmi out back panel  vertical inputs hdmi-certi?ed cable ?  depending on the board, only video signals may be output. in this case, in addition to connecting an hdmi-certi? ed cable  to the hdmi 1 terminal, connect a ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable to the audio in terminal and set "audio select" to  "hdmi+analog". (see page 48.) ?  the hdmi terminals only support digital signal.   when using dvi-hdmi conversion cable (hdmi 1): dvi out audio back panel  vertical inputs dvi-hdmi conversion cable ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable ?  when using a dvi-hdmi conversion cable, you should make an analog audio connection. in this case, in addition to  connecting a dvi-hdmi conversion cable to the hdmi 1 terminal, connect  a ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable  to the audio in  terminal and set "audio select" to "hdmi+analog". (see page 48.)   when using analog rgb cable (pc in): audio rgb ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable  analog rgb cable (d-sub 15-pin cable or vga cable) back panel  vertical inputs ?  when using an analog rgb cable, input the audio signal to the audio in terminal of pc in. ?  when connecting a pc to the pc in, set "audio select" to "video+audio". (see page 48.) connecting to external equipment -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   17 turning on/off the power power power  (on/standby) press  power  on the tv or on the remote control unit  to turn the power on. ?  the initial installation starts when the tv powers on for the  ? rst time. if the tv has been turned on before, the initial  installation will not be invoked. for changing the settings of  the initial installation, perform "ez setup" on the initial setup  menu on page 30. press  power  on the tv or on the remote control unit  again to turn the power off. ?  the tv enters standby and the image on the screen  disappears. ?  if you are not going to use this tv for a long period of time,  be sure to remove the ac cord from the ac outlet. ?  weak electric power is still consumed even when the tv is  turned off. watching tv initial installation when you turn on the tv for the ? rst time, it will  automatically memorize the broadcasting channels  available in the region where you live. perform the  following steps before you press  power  on the  remote control unit. 1.   insert the batteries into the remote control unit. (see page 9.) 2.   connect the antenna cable to the tv. (see page 9.) 3.   plug in the ac cord to the ac outlet. (see page 8.) language (language setting) select from among 3 languages: english, french and  spanish. 1  press  a / b  to select the desired language listed  on the screen, and then press  enter . language tv location antenna/stb air/cable english espa?ol fran?ais ch search tv location select "home" or "store" for the location where  you plan to install the tv. this product quali? es for  energy star in home mode default setting. 2  press  c / d  to select "home" or "store".  press  enter  to enter the setting. select store home home:  power saving is set to "advanced", and av  mode is set to "standard". store:   power saving is set to "off" and av mode is set to  "dynamic (fixed)". picture reset and feature demo can  be set. picture reset:  av mode will be set to "dynamic (fixed)"  regardless of whether picture reset is "on" or "off". if you  select "on", av mode will be reset to "dynamic (fixed)" if  there is no operation for 30 minutes. when "off" is selected,  av mode will be set to "dynamic (fixed)". feature demo:  when on is selected, after all the settings  are completed, the feature demo screen is displayed if there  is no operation for several minutes. ?  energy star quali? cation is based on av mode  "standard". -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   18 antenna/stb select the type of connection you will use to  watch tv. 3  press  c / d  to select "antenna" or "set top box",  and then press  enter . to watch tv via an antenna or cable connection  (without using a set-top box), select "antenna", and  then go to step 4. to watch tv via a set-top box, select "set top box".  the setup screen for the connected equipment is  displayed. see the operation manual of the connected  equipment for setting up the equipment. set top box antenna air/cable (antenna setting) make sure what kind of connection is made with your  tv when selecting "air" or "cable". 4  press  c / d   to select "air" or "cable".  press  enter  to enter the setting. cable air ch search (channel search) channel auto search makes the tv look for all  channels viewable in the set area. 5   when "air" is selected in antenna setting:  press  c / d  to select "start", and then press  enter . cancel start   when "cable" is selected in antenna setting:  press  a / b  to select "analog & digital search  start" to search both analog and digital broadcasts,  or to select analog search start to search only  analog broadcasts, and then press  enter . analog search start cancel analog & digital search start the channel search will start automatically. to exit the channel search screen, select "cancel",  and then press  enter . ? ? ? ? finish 6   the settings con? rmation screen is displayed.  con? rm the information displayed on the screen,  and then press  enter . even if you selected "set top box" in step 3 above, a  con? rmation screen is displayed after the necessary  settings are completed. ok ?  if no channel is found, con? rm the type of connection  made with your tv and try "ez setup" again.  (see page 30.) ?  for changing the settings of the initial installation, perform  "ez setup" on the initial setup menu on page 30. ? watching tv -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   19 direct button operation mute mutes the current sound output. press  mute . ?  " " will be displayed on the screen for 30 minutes, and  the sound is silenced. ?  within 30 minutes of pressing  mute , mute can be  canceled by pressing  vol k / l  or  mute . ?  mute will be canceled after 30 minutes have passed.  however, the tv will not suddenly output a loud sound as  the volume level is set to 0 automatically. sleep timer allows you to set a time when the tv automatically  switches to standby. press  sleep .  ?  the remaining time displays when the sleep timer has been set. ?  each time you press  sleep , the remaining time switches  as shown below. off      30      60      90      120 ?  when set, the time automatically starts counting down. ?  if you want to adjust the sleep timer, you can press  sleep   twice then change the time setting. ?  when it is 5 minutes before the time expires, the remaining  time will start to keep appearing every minute. ?  select "off" by pressing  sleep  to cancel the sleep timer. ?  the tv will enter standby when the remaining time reaches 0. flashback press  flashback  to switch to the previously tuned  channel. ?  press  flashback  again to switch back to the currently  tuned channel. ?  flashback  will not work if no channel has been  changed after the tv is turned on. freeze allows you to capture and freeze a moving image that  you are watching. press  freeze . ?  a moving image is captured. ?  press  freeze  again to cancel the function. ?  when this function is not available, "no displaying still  image available." will display. ?  the still image automatically goes out after 30 minutes. ?  if you are using the freeze function and a broadcast  activates the v-chip block, the freeze function will be  canceled and a v-chip block message will appear. ?  you can have the same settings by choosing "freeze" on  the menu items. (see page 28.)   changing channels you can change channels in several ways. method 1 using  ch u / v  on the remote control unit or on the tv. method 2 using remote control buttons  0 - 9 , ? (dot). examples: to select a 1 or 2-digit channel number (e. g., channel 5):   press  5     ent . to select a 3-digit channel number (e. g., channel 115):     press  1     1     5     ent . to select a 4-digit channel number (e. g., channel 22.1):  press  2     2    ?  (dot)     1   ent . method 3 selecting the program from ch list. 1   press   input  on the remote control unit. the ch list screen displays. 2  press  c / d  to select "air". a list of viewable programs is displayed. 3  press  a / b  to select the desired channel, and then  press  enter . ?  when selecting a 1-digit channel number, it is not  necessary to press  0  before the number. ?  when you enter  0 - 9  only, channel selection will be made if  there is no operation within a few seconds. ?  if you push "0" by itself, nothing will happen. ?  complete the above steps within a few seconds. ?  when you enter  0 - 9  and ? (dot), channel selection will be  made if there is no operation within a few seconds. changing volume you can change the volume by pressing  vol k / l  on  the tv or on the remote control unit. ?  to increase the volume, press  vol k . ?  to decrease the volume, press  vol l . 20 audio status output device output select fixed variable speaker variable sound mute ?  when "output select" is set to "variable", the indicator on  the screen changes as shown below. 60 ?  see page 29 for details on the output select function. ? ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   20 av mode  av mode gives you several viewing options to choose  from to best match the surrounding environment of the  tv, which can vary due to factors like room brightness,  type of program watched or the type of image input  from external equipment. press  av mode . current av mode displays. ?  press  av mode  again before the mode displayed on the  screen disappears. the mode changes as shown below: example: when the input source is tv, component or  video dynamic dynamic (fixed) auto st andard movie game user [tv] example: when the input source is pc in or hdmi 1 to 4 standard movie game pc x.v.color* user[      ] auto dynamic (fixed) dynamic * "x.v.color" can only be selected when an x.v.color  signal is input using hdmi 1 to 4. auto:  optimizes the image quality automatically based  on the room brightness and image signal.  standard:   for a highly de? ned image in a normal  lighting. movie:  for a movie. game:  lowers image brightness for easier viewing. pc:  for pc. user:  allows the user to customize settings as desired.  you can set the mode for each input source.  x.v.color:  supports the x.v.color international standard  for wide color space. the x.v.color signal allows you  to experience colors that conventional color signals  cannot reproduce.  dynamic:  for a clear-cut image emphasizing high  contrast, useful for sports viewing.  dynamic (fixed):  changes the image and sound  settings to the factory preset values. no adjustments  are allowed.  ?  you can select a different av mode item for each input  mode. (for example, select standard for tv input and  dynamic for component.) ?  when you play games, "game" is recommended for av  mode. ?  you cannot set "game" or "pc" when the tv is connected  to the internet or when the input source is "usb". ?  you can have the same settings by choosing "av mode"  on the menu items. (see page 24.) direct button operation input to view external source images, select the input source by  pressing  input  on the remote control unit or on the tv. 1   press   input . the ch list screen displays. 2   press   a / b  or press  input  again to select the input  source. an image from the selected source automatically displays. each time  input  is pressed, the input source toggles. if the corresponding input is not plugged in, you cannot change  the input. be sure to connect the equipment beforehand. ?  see pages 12 to 16 and 43 for external equipment  connection. apps allows you to directly activate various types of  applications. ?  see pages 37, 51 and 57 for details of viewable  applications. ?  you can display the dock by choosing "dock" on the  menu items. (see page 28.) ?  when this function is not available, "can not operate this  function now" will display. power saving allows you to set the power saving level in order to  decrease the power consumption and increase the  backlight lifespan. press  power saving . ?  each time you press  power saving , the mode changes  as shown below. off standard advanced ?  you can have the same settings by choosing "power  saving" on the menu items. (see page 27.) ? ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   21 your tv is equipped with an internal closed caption  decoder. it allows you to view conversations, narration  and sound effects as subtitles on your tv. closed  captions are available on some tv programs and on  some vhs home video tapes at the discretion of the  program provider. digital closed caption service is a new caption service  available only on digital tv programs (also at the  discretion of the service provider). it is a more ? exible  system than the original closed caption system,  because it allows for a variety of caption sizes and font  styles. when the digital closed caption service is in  use, it will be indicated by the appearance of a 3-letter  abbreviation that also indicates the language of the  digital closed captions: eng (english), spa (spanish),  fra (french) or other language codes. not all programs and vhs videotapes offer closed  captions. please look for the  1  symbol to ensure  that captions will be shown. in the closed caption system, there can be more than  one caption service provided.  each is identi? ed by its  own number. the cc1 and cc2 services display  subtitles of tv programs superimposed over the  program's picture. in the closed caption system, the text1 or text2  services display text that is unrelated to the program  being viewed (e.g., weather or news). these services  are also superimposed over the program currently  being viewed. direct button operation 1  press  cc . ?  this will present the closed caption information display. 2  press  cc  while the closed caption information is  still on the screen. ?  press repeatedly until you select the desired closed  caption service. closed caption  information 22.1 air digital audio : stereo : cc 1/2 cc1 : video 480p (4:3) ratings : none : none ?  depending on the number of caption services in the  signal being received, you will see information such as  1/2 or 1/4 displayed. 1/2 means the ? rst of two services. example: if a program has three services (digital cc(eng), cc1  and text1), the closed caption display will toggle in this  sequence: 1/3 eng 2/3 cc1 3/3 text1 off ? the  cc  button keeps a record of the last service  selected in its memory. if the last closed caption mode (e.g. 1/3 eng) you  selected is not available for the next program, or on  another channel, the closed caption service that is  available is automatically selected, and this service  appears in parentheses, e.g. 1/3(cc1). closed caption services that appear in parentheses will  not be stored in the  cc  button's memory as your last  selected service. only services that you have selected  with the  cc  button are stored. examples: in a case where there are two closed caption  services provided (for instance, digital cc(eng)  and cc1), and digital cc(eng) is displayed  as your current selection, if digital cc(eng) is  not broadcast for the next program, the other  closed caption service, cc1, will be displayed in  parentheses. a closed caption service appears in parentheses  because the service you selected is not available  and a different service is displayed on your screen.   1/1(cc1) is displayed instead of 1/2/eng. ?  when power saving is set to standard or advanced,  the power saving leaf icon appears on the channel  information window. see page 27 for details of power  saving settings. ?  see page 29 for detailed closed caption settings. ?  when the program contains no closed caption, --  displays in the closed caption information. ?  if the language code, e.g. eng, is not found on digital tv  programs, -- will be shown. ?  four kinds of closed caption service (cc1, cc2, text1,  text2) are potentially available, but a broadcast may  contain none or only some of these services at the  discretion of the program provider. ?  when the sidebar widget, tv+web or web is displayed,  closed captions are not available. ?  you can have the same settings by choosing "change cc"  on the menu items. (see page 28.) closed captions and digital closed captions -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   22 direct button operation view mode you can select the screen size. 1  press  view mode . ?  the view mode menu displays. ?  the menu lists the view mode options selectable for the type of video signal currently  being received. 2  press  view mode  or  a / b  while the view mode menu is displayed to select a  desired item on the menu. ?  you can sequentially select a view mode that has its own aspect ratio.   for hd programs stretch:  suitable for viewing wide-screen 1.78:1 aspect ratio program, stretch mode will still show very thin black bands at  the top and bottom of the screen. dot by dot (1080i/p only):  detects the resolution of the signal and displays an image with the same number of pixels on  the screen. full screen (720p only):  you can select "full screen" only when receiving a 720p signal. s.stretch (smart stretch):  suitable for stretching 4:3 programs to ? ll the screen.  zoom:  suitable for viewing wide-screen 2.35:1 aspect-ratio programs in full screen. ?  when using dot by dot or full screen, it is possible to see noise or bars around different outer portions of the screen. please   change view mode to correct this. ?  you can have the same settings by choosing "view mode" on the menu items. (see page 28.)   for 4:3 programs example: screen size images side bar s.stretch (smart stretch) zoom stretch suitable for viewing  conventional 4:3 programs in  their normal format. suitable for stretching 4:3  programs to ? ll the screen. suitable for viewing wide- screen 2.35:1 anamorphic  dvds in full screen. this mode is useful for 1.78:1  dvds. when viewing 1.85:1  dvds, stretch mode will still show  very thin black bands at the top  and bottom of the screen.   for usb-video, net?  ix, vudu example: screen size images input signal auto original keeps the original  aspect ratio in a full  screen display. displays an image by  an original size. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   23 1  guide display ? this indicates the buttons that can be operated on the  displayed screen. the guide display varies depending  on the menu setting screen. ?  the operations for some selected items may be displayed  in the operational guide bar at the bottom of the screen. 2  item displayed in blue ?  this indicates the item currently selected. ?  press  enter  to go to the adjustment screen for this item. 3  item in brackets ?  this indicates the current setting for the item. 4  item displayed in white ?  this indicates that the item can be selected. 5  item displayed in gray ?  this indicates that the item cannot be selected.   there are various reasons why the items cannot be  selected, but the main reasons are as follows: nothing is connected to the selected input terminal.  the function is not compatible with the current input signal. on-screen display menu on-screen display menu operation menu operation buttons using the touch sensor panel of the main unit you can also operate the menu with the touch sensor  panel of the main unit. button operations on the touch sensor panel correspond  to the ones on the remote control as shown below. vol l / k :  cursor  c / d  on the remote control. ch v / u :  cursor  a / b  on the remote control. input:   enter  on the remote control. menu:   menu  on the remote control. using the remote control use the following buttons on the remote control to  operate the menu. menu:   press to open or close the menu screen. a / b / c / d :   press to select a desired item on the screen or  adjust a selected item. enter:   press to go to the next step or complete the  setting. return:   press to return to the previous step. ?  menu options differ in the selected input modes, but the operating procedures are the same. ?  the screens in the operation manual are for explanation purposes (some are enlarged, others cropped) and may vary slightly  from the actual screens. ?  the order of explanations for each menu item in the following pages is not necessarily in accordance with the alignment of  the items on the screen.  lcfont: ?  this product is embedded with lc font technology, which was developed by sharp corporation for clearly displaying easy- to-read characters on lcd screens. example menu information initial setup system options picture settings av mode (changing pic.quality) [standard] opc backlight [  b 5] a 16 b 16 contrast [ b 30] 0 b 40 brightness [  0] a 30 b 30 color [  b 2] a 30 b 30 tint [    0] a 30 b 30 sharpness [  b 2] a 10 b 10 advanced reset picture settings enter : select : enter menu : exit return : back example  lcfont embedded menu information initial setup system options picture settings av mode (changing pic.quality) [standard] opc [off] backlight [    b 5] a 16 b 16 contrast [ b 30] 0 b 40 brightness [      0] a 30 b 30 color [    b 2] a 30 b 30 tint [    0] a 30 b 30 sharpness [    b 2] a 10 b 10 advanced reset picture settings enter : select : enter menu : exit return : back 1  press  menu  to display the menu screen. 2   1  press  c / d  to select the desired menu.   2  press  a / b  to select a speci? c adjustment item,  and then press  enter . additional related adjustment items may be  displayed. press  a / b  to select the desired item.  3  adjust the item while referring to the guide  display. operations vary depending on the function or item.  refer to the guide display corresponding to the  menu setting screen for button operations. 3  press  menu  to exit. ? ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   24 on-screen display menu menu items   system options view option ...................................... page 28 dock ................................... page  28 control (usb) ........................ page xx view mode ............................ page 28 freeze ................................... page  28 change audio ....................... page 28 change cc ........................... page 28 aquos link setup ......................... page 44 input terminal setting .......... pages 28-29, 48 audio setup .......................... page 28 pc input ................................ page 48 input skip.............................. page 28 input label ............................ page 28 hdmi setup .......................... page 28 output select ........................ page 29 color system ........................ page 29 menu design .................................... page 29 language .............................. page  29 channel selecting effect ....... page 29 program title display ............ page 29 position ................................. page  29 caption setup ....................... page 29 game play time ............................... page 29 operation lock out .......................... page 29 icon light up setting ........................ page 30 demo mode ..................................... page 30  initial  setup ez setup .......................................... page 30 language .............................. page  30 tv location ........................... page 30 antenna/stb ........................ page xx air/cable ............................... page  30 ch search ............................ page 30 finish .................................... page xx broadcasting setting ........................ page 31 ch setup .............................. page 31 favorite ch ........................... page 31 antenna setup-digital ........ page 31 internet setting ................................. page 51 divx ?  setup ...................................... page xx individual setting ....................... pages 31-33 secret no. ............................ page 31 parental ctrl  ................ pages 32-33 wall mount audio setup ................... page 31 rc key assign ................................. page xx reset................................................ page 31  information identi? cation ..................................... page 34 digital caption info.  ......................... page 34 software update ....................... pages 34-36 manual update .............. pages 34-36 auto update setting  .............. page 34 net? ix help ....................................... page 58 vudu help ....................................... page xx  picture  settings av mode (changing pic.quality) ...... page 24 opc ................................................. page  24 backlight .......................................... page 24 contrast ........................................... page  24 brightness ........................................ page  24 color ................................................ page  24 tint ................................................... page  24 sharpness ........................................ page  24 advanced .................................. pages  24-25 c.m.s.-hue ........................... page  24 c.m.s.-saturation ................. page 24 c.m.s.-value......................... page 24 color temp.  ......................... page 25 motion enhancement ............ page 25 sub pixel rendering .............. page xx active contrast ..................... page 25 gamma adjustment .............. page 25 black level............................ page 25 film mode ............................. page 25 digital noise reduction ......... page 25 monochrome ........................ page 25 range of opc ....................... page 25 reset................................................ page 24  audio  settings auto volume  ..................................... page 26 treble ............................................... page  26 bass ................................................. page  26 balance ............................................ page  26 surround .......................................... page  26 bass enhancer ................................. page 26 reset................................................ page 26 clear voice ....................................... page 26  power control audio only  ........................................ page 27 power saving ................................... page 27 no signal off .................................... page 27 no operation off .............................. page 27 when av mode is set to "auto", part of the menu may not be displayed correctly or the setting range of the menu may be  changed. some menu items may not be displayed depending on the selected input source. ? ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   25 on-screen display menu av mode (changing pic.quality) the audio and video settings can be changed to suit  the program or input content being watched. select from the following av modes.    when the input source is tv, component or  video: auto/standard/movie/game/user/dynamic/ dynamic(fixed)    when the input source is pc in or hdmi 1 to 4: auto/standard/movie/game/pc/user/x.v.color/ dynamic/dynamic(fixed) ?  the selectable items vary depending on the input source. ?  you can select av mode by pressing  av mode  on the  remote control unit. see page 19 for details of av mode  settings. opc setting automatically adjusts the brightness of the screen. off:  the brightness is ? xed at the value set in "backlight". on:  automatically adjusts. on: display:  displays the opc effect on the screen while  adjusting the brightness of the screen. ?  when set to "on", the optical picture control (opc)  senses the surrounding light and automatically adjusts  the backlight brightness. make sure nothing obstructs  the opc sensor, which could affect its ability to sense  surrounding light. ?  when set to "on: display", opc effect displays on the  screen while the opc adjusts the screen brightness. opc: opc: advanced picture settings this tv provides various advanced functions for  optimizing the picture quality. c.m.s.  (color management system) color tone is managed using the six-color adjustment  setting. c.m.s.-hue:  this is a standard to adjust the color either  more reddish or more bluish in tone. c.m.s.-saturation:  increases or decreases the  saturation of a selected color. c.m.s.-value:  a higher value makes the image brighter. a lower value makes the image darker. ?  for resetting all adjustment items to the factory preset  values, press  a / b  to select "reset", and then press  enter . picture settings adjusts the picture to your preference with the  following picture settings. menu picture settings av mode (changing pic.quality) [standard] opc [off] backlight [    b 5] a 16 b 16 contrast [ b 30] 0 b 40 brightness [      0] a 30 b 30 color [    b 2] a 30 b 30 tint [    0] a 30 b 30 sharpness [    b 2] a 10 b 10 advanced reset picture settings example     1  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "picture settings". 2  press  a / b  to select a speci? c adjustment item. select "advanced" and then press  enter  to set    "c.m.s.-hue", "c.m.s.-saturation", "c.m.s.-value",  "color temp.", "motion enhancement", "sub pixel  rendering", "active contrast", "gamma adjustment",  "black level", "film mode", "digital noise reduction",  "monochrome" or "range of opc". 3  press  a / b (or  c / d ) to select the desired setting,  and then press  enter . 4  press  menu  to exit. selected item c button d button backlight the screen dims the screen  brightens contrast for less contrast for more contrast brightness for less  brightness for more  brightness color for less color  intensity for more color  intensity tint skin tones  become reddish skin tones  become greenish sharpness for less  sharpness for more  sharpness ?  for resetting all picture adjustment items to the factory  preset values, press  a / b  to select "reset", press  enter ,  press  a / b  to select "yes", and then press  enter . ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   26 color temp.  (color temperature) for a better white balance, use color temperature correction. high:   white with bluish tone mid-high: middle: mid-low: low:    white with reddish tone white balance can be adjusted between a maximum of  +30 and a minimum of C30 for each color temperature. r gain (lo/hi):  C30 through +30 g gain (lo/hi):  C30 through +30 b gain (lo/hi):  C30 through +30 ?  for resetting all adjustment items to the factory preset  values, press  a / b  to select "reset", and then press  enter . motion enhancement use motion enhancement to view fast-action video  more clearly. aquomotion240:  turns the led backlight on or off to  display video more clearly. 120hz high/120hz low:  for obtaining a clearer image. off:  normal image. ?  "motion enhancement" may cause image noise. if this  occurs, turn the function "off". ?  when av mode is set to "game" or pc format is being  input, "motion enhancement" is not available. sub pixel rendering quattron technology (4 primary colors rgby) and sub- pixel rendering let you enjoy smooth high-de? nition images. on:  produces smooth high-de? nition images. off:  no adjustment. active contrast automatically adjusts the image contrast according to  the scene. on:  automatically adjusts the image contrast. off:  no adjustment. gamma adjustment adjusts the differences of picture tones between bright  parts and dark parts. the adjustment range of the  gamma can be set to a maximum of +2 and a minimum  of C2 by pressing  c  or  d . black level adjusts on-screen black level to your preferred level. high:  the black level gets brighter. low:  the black level gets darker. ?  "black level" is available for input signal from composite  video, component 480i and analog broadcasts (air and  cable). on-screen display menu film mode (3:2 pull-down) automatically detects a ? lm-based source (originally  encoded at 24 frames/second), analyzes it then recreates  each still ? lm frame for high-de? nition picture quality. advanced(high)/advanced(low):  select a desired level  to remove jerkiness from ? lm contents. standard:  detects, analyzes, converts ? lm source. off:  normal viewing mode. ?  "film mode" does not function when you set av mode to  "game".  ?  "standard" does not function when channel display shows  an input signal resolution of 480p, 720p, or 1080p. ?  "film mode" is not available during pc format input. digital noise reduction produces a clearer video image. auto:  automatically adjusts the level of noise reduction. high/middle/low:  select a desired level for viewing a  clearer video image. off:  no adjustment. ?  "digital noise reduction" is not available during pc format  input. ?  when av mode is set to "game", "auto" is not available. monochrome for viewing a video in monochrome. on:  for viewing in monochrome. off:  normal color. range of opc the brightness level range of the opc sensor's automatic  adjustments can be set according to your preferences. the adjustment range of the opc sensor can be set to  a maximum of +16 and a minimum of C16. max.:  C15 through +16 min.:  C16 through +15 ?  the "range of opc" settings are active only when "opc"  is set to "on". ?  the maximum setting cannot be set to a smaller number  than the minimum setting.  ?  the minimum setting cannot be set to a bigger number  than the maximum setting.  ?  depending on the brightness of the surrounding light, the  opc sensor might not operate if the adjustment range is  small. -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   27 on-screen display menu audio settings you can adjust the sound quality to your preference  with the following settings. example menu audio settings auto volume [off] bass [      0] a 15 b 15 treble [      0] a 15 b 15 balance [    0] l r surround [off] [off] bass enhancer [on] reset clear voice audio settings      1  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "audio settings". 2  press  a / b  to select a speci? c adjustment item. select "auto volume", "surround", "bass enhancer" or  "clear voice", and then press  enter  to set each item. 3  press  a / b  (or  c / d ) to select the desired setting,  and then press  enter . 4  press  menu  to exit. selected item c button d button treble for weaker treble for stronger treble bass for weaker bass for stronger bass balance decrease audio  from the right  speaker decrease audio  from the left  speaker ?  audio menu is grayed out when "output select" is set to  "variable". (see page 29.) ?  for resetting audio adjustment items, except "clear voice",  to the factory preset values, press  a / b  to select "reset",  press  enter , press  a / b  to select "yes", and then press  enter . ? auto volume different sound sources sometimes do not have the same loudness level, such as a program and its commercial breaks. the automatic volume control (auto volume) reduces this problem by equalizing levels. high:  reducing the loudness gaps among different  sound sources strongly. middle: low:  reducing the loudness gaps among different  sound sources slightly. surround the surround function produces surround effect from  the speakers. on:  makes it possible to enjoy natural, realistic surround  sound. off:  outputs the normal sound. ?  audio settings menu is grayed out when "output select" is  set to "variable". (see page 29.) ?  for some discs, setup may be required on your dvd  player. in this case, please refer to the operation manual of  your dvd player. bass enhancer this function allows you to enjoy bass-enhanced sound. on:  bass enhancer function is on. off:  normal sound. ?  audio settings menu is grayed out when "output select" is  set to "variable". (see page 29.) clear voice this function emphasizes speech against background noise for greater clarity. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   28 power control power control setting allows you to save energy. power control menu audio only no signal off power saving no operation off [disable] [disable] [    standard] power control example   1  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "power control". 2  press  a / b  to select a speci? c adjustment item,  and then press  enter . 3  press  a / b  (or  c / d ) to select the desired setting,  and then press  enter . 4  press  menu  to exit. skip this step for "audio only". audio only when listening to music from a music program, you  can turn the screen off and enjoy audio only. video on:  audio is output without screen image. video off:  both screen images and audio are output. ?  the screen image will return to normal when a button  (except those for audio adjustment, such as  vol ,  mute )  is pressed. ? on-screen display menu power saving this function allows you to set the power saving level  in order to decrease the power consumption and  increase the backlight lifespan. standard:  optimizes power reduction based upon video  content. when set to "standard", " " appears on the  screen. advanced:  optimizes power reduction based upon video  content and engages opc. when set to "advanced",  " " appears on the screen. off:  this function does not work. ?  "power saving" does not function when you set av mode  to  "auto" or  "dynamic (fixed)". ?  you cannot select a different power saving item for each  av mode. when "power saving" is set, the "opc" settings for all av  modes will automatically change. if you set "opc" to "on" when "power saving" is set to  "standard", then the "power saving" setting will change  to "advanced". when you change the "power saving" setting from  "advanced" to "off" or to "standard", "opc" will be set  to "off". "auto" and "dynamic (fixed)" will remain set to "off". ?  when "power saving" is set to "standard" or "advanced",  the power saving leaf icon appears to the left of "opc" in  the picture settings menu screen. ?  you can select power saving by pressing  power  saving  on the remote control unit. (see page 20.) no signal off when set to "enable", the power will automatically shut  down if there is no signal for 15 minutes. ?  when it is 5 minutes before the power shuts down, the  remaining time will start to keep appearing every minute. ?  "disable" is the factory preset value. ?  when a tv program ? nishes, this function may not operate. no operation off when set to "enable", the power will automatically shut  down if there is no operation for 3 hours. ?  when it is 5 minutes before the power shuts down, the  remaining time will start to keep appearing every minute. ?  "disable" is the factory preset value. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   29 on-screen display menu system options menu view option input terminal setting aquos link setup menu design operation lock out [off] icon light up setting demo mode system options system options example   1  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "system options". 2  press  a / b  to select a speci? c adjustment item and  then press  enter . 3  press  a / b  (or  c / d ) to select the desired setting,  and then press  enter . 4  press  menu  to exit.  view option these functions are useful for adjusting the audio  and video settings. the view option functions can be  operated with the remote control unit. dock the dock can be displayed by selecting "dock" on  the menu screen. ?  you can display the dock by pressing  apps  on the  remote control unit. (see page 20.) view mode this function changes the screen size.  select "view option" on the menu to display the view  mode menu screen.  the view mode menu varies depending on the input source. ?  you can select view mode by pressing  view mode  on  the remote control unit.  see page 21 for adjusting the video being input from a  tv, other audiovisual equipment, usb-video, net? ix or  vudu.   see page 47 for adjusting the video being input from a pc. freeze allows you to capture and freeze a moving image that  you are watching. ?  select "freeze" again on the menu and press  enter  to  return to the normal image. ? you can select freeze by pressing  freeze  on the remote  control unit. see page 18 for details of freeze function. change audio allows you to change the audio when multiple audio is  available for the program you are watching.   mts/sap stereo mode the tv has a feature that allows reception of sound  other than the main audio for the program. this feature  is called multi-channel television sound (mts). the tv  with mts can receive mono sound, stereo sound and secondary audio programs (sap). the sap feature  allows a tv station to broadcast other information,  which could be audio in another language or something  completely different like weather information. you can enjoy hi-fi stereo sound or sap broadcasts  where available. ?  stereo broadcasts:  view programs like live sporting  events, shows and concerts in dynamic stereo sound. ?  sap broadcasts:  receive tv broadcasts in either main  or sap sound.  main sound: the normal program soundtrack (either in  mono or stereo).  sap sound: listen to a second language, supplementary  commentary or other information. (sap is mono sound.) if stereo sound is dif?  cult to hear. ?  obtain a clearer sound by manually switching to ? xed  mono-sound mode. you can change mts as shown below to match the  television broadcast signal. press  enter  to toggle between audio modes. examples: when receiving mts and sap stereo mode:  stereo mono stereo + sap mode:  st(sap)  sap(st)    mono main + sap mode:  main           sap mono mode:  mono   digital broadcasting audio mode the types of audio transmitted in a digital broadcast include  surround as well as mono and stereo. in addition, it  is possible for multiple audio tracks to accompany a single  video track. press  enter  to toggle between audio modes. example: when receiving digital broadcasting stereo (audio1)  stereo (audio2)                surround (audio3) ?  mts only operates while in tv mode. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   30 change cc allows you to change the closed caption display. select "change cc" on the menu to display the closed  caption information. ?  the information displayed varies depending on the program  you are watching. ?  you can change closed caption by pressing  cc  on the  remote control unit. see page 20 for details of closed  caption function. input terminal setting audio setup you can output digital audio to an av ampli? er or  similar device whose digital audio input terminal  is connected to the digital audio output terminal  on the tv. please select an audio output format  compatible with the audio format of the program you  are watching and the equipment connected. pcm:  the optical output terminal outputs audio signal  in pcm form. if your digital audio system does not  support dolby digital, select "pcm". dolby digital:  the optical output terminal outputs audio  signal in dolby digital form. it reproduces sound from  surround program of digital. input skip this setting allows you to skip the hdmi or pc in input  ("pc in", "hdmi 1", "hdmi 2", "hdmi 3" and "hdmi 4")  on the input selection operation. yes:  skips the input. no:  does not skip input. input label lets you set the input terminal displayed when using  the ch list or channel display. press  a / b / c / d  to  select the new name for the input mode. ?   using the software keyboard, you can enter up to  10 characters for text. (see page 52.) ?  you cannot change labels if the input source is tv or usb. hdmi setup to watch an hdmi or pc in equipment image, select  "hdmi 1", "hdmi 2", "hdmi 3" or "hdmi 4" from the  ch list using  input  on the remote control unit or on  the tv. auto view:  enable:  to use view mode based on signal  recognition, including an hdmi signal. disable:  no function. ?  refer to your external equipment operation manual for the  signal type. ?  when connecting a dvi-hdmi conversion adapter/cable to  the hdmi terminal, the image may not come in clearly. output select allows you to select what controls the audio output. fixed:  sound via speaker is adjusted with  vol k / l  on  the remote control unit or  vol l / k  on the tv.   sound via the audio out terminal is not adjustable  and outputs at a consistent level. variable:  sound via the audio out terminal is adjusted  with  vol k / l  on the remote control unit or  vol l / k   on the tv.   sound via speaker is muted. color system select the video signal system compatible with your  equipment from the list below: auto/ntsc/pal-m/pal-n ?  "color system" can only be set for the video. ?  if you have already set the secret no., input the 4-digit  secret number here. see page 31 for setting a secret  number. menu design language you can also select a language from the system  options menu. select from among 3 languages:  english, french and spanish. channel selecting effect you can select whether to use transition effects when  changing channels. yes:  a transition effect is used when the channel is  changed. no:  no function. program title display select the ch display when changing channels for  digital broadcasting. yes:  "program info." displays. no:  "program info." does not display. position for adjusting a picture's horizontal and vertical  position. h-pos.:  centers the image by moving it to the left or  right. v-pos.:  centers the image by moving it up or down. ?  for resetting adjustments to the factory preset values,  press  a / b  to select "reset", and then press  enter . ?  when connecting a pc to the hdmi terminal, the image  position will be automatically adjusted. it cannot be  manually adjusted. ?  the screen position variable ranges depend on the view  mode or the signal type. the ranges can be seen on the  position-setting screen. ?  adjustments are stored separately according to input source. on-screen display menu -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   31 caption setup this function allows you to adjust the closed caption  screen appearance to suit your preference. you can  adjust 7 items: "caption size", "font style", "foreground  color", "foreground opacity", "background color",  "background opacity" and "character edge". example:  selectable items available for "font style". default:  the font speci? ed by broadcasting station or  default font. type 0:  proportional font used in the menu screen. type 1:  monospaced with serifs. type 2:  proportionally spaced with serifs. type 3:  monospaced without serifs. type 4:  proportionally spaced without serifs. type 5:  casual font type. type 6:  cursive font type. type 7:  small capitals. ?  for resetting adjustments to the factory preset values,  press  a / b  to select "reset", and then press  enter . ?  the default value depends on the broadcasting station. game play time this function displays the elapsed game time so you  do not lose track of the time. to display the elapsed  time, select "game" for the av mode before starting  the game. on:  the elapsed time is displayed every 30 minutes when  you switch to game mode in external input mode. off:  no adjustment. operation lock out this function locks the operation buttons on the tv  and the remote control. off:  no adjustment. rc control lock:  all buttons on the remote control are  locked. button control lock:  all buttons on the tv, except  power , are locked. when rc control lock or button control lock is  selected, a con? rmation screen appears. on:  locks the operation buttons. off:  no adjustment. ?  to unlock the buttons on the remote control by using the  touch sensor panel of the main unit (see page 22):   1   press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then    press  vol l / k  to select "system options".   2   press  ch v / u  to select "operation lock out", and    then press  input .   3  press  ch v / u  to select "off" , and then press  input .   4  press  menu  to exit. ?  to unlock the buttons on the tv, press  menu  on the  remote control, and then select "off" in  "operation lock  out" . icon light up setting when this function is set to "on", the led on the front  of the tv turns on. ?  "on" is the factory preset value. if you want to turn off the  led, set the function to "off". demo mode you can select the image from several types of demo  mode. 4 color lcd/aquos net/feature demo/auto play if you select "auto play", you need to set playback type.  continuous:  play demos continuously.  10 min.:  play demos every 10 minutes.  20 min.:  play demos every 20 minutes. ?  this function will be canceled when you press  exit  on the  remote control unit. ?  when "demo mode" is set to "4 color lcd", "aquos net"  or "feature demo", pressing  freeze  pauses/restarts  demo. ?  "demo mode" may not be selected depending on input  signal type. ?  "demo mode" may be automatically canceled depending  on input signal type. on-screen display menu -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   32 initial setup example menu ez setup internet setting divx ?  setup broadcasting setting individual setting wall mount audio setup reset  rc key assign initial setup initial setup [no]   1  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "initial setup". 2  press  a / b  to select a speci? c adjustment item,  and then press  enter . when you select "ez setup", "ch setup", "parental  ctrl" or "reset", you can enter the 4-digit secret  number here. see page 31 for setting a secret number. 3  press  a / b  (or  c / d ) to select the desired setting,  and then press  enter . 4  press  menu  to exit. ez setup you can run ez setup again, even after setting up the  preset channels. language:  select from among 3 languages (english,  french and spanish). tv location:  select "home" or "store" for the location  where you plan to install the tv. this product quali? es  for energy star in home mode default setting. home:  power saving is set to "advanced", and av mode is  set to "standard". store:  power saving is set to "off" and av mode is set to  "dynamic (fixed)". picture reset and feature demo can be  set. picture reset:  av mode will be set to "dynamic (fixed)"  regardless of whether picture reset is "on" or "off". if you  select "on", av mode will be reset to "dynamic (fixed)"  if there is no operation for 30 minutes. when "off" is  selected, av mode will be set to "dynamic (fixed)". feature demo:  when on is selected, after all the settings  are completed, the feature demo screen is displayed if  there is no operation for several minutes. energy star quali? cation is based on av mode  "standard". antenna/stb:  select the type of connection you will use  to watch tv. air/cable:  make sure what kind of connection is made  with your tv when selecting "air" or "cable". ch search:  channel auto search makes the tv look for  all channels viewable in the set area. finish:  the settings con? rmation screen is displayed.  con? rm the information displayed on the screen. ? ? ?  see initial installation on page 17 for setting each item. ?  if no channel is found, con? rm the type of connection  made with your tv and try "ez setup" again. ?  if you select "analog search start" and initiate the channel  search, the ch memory for cable digital will be deleted. broadcasting setting ch setup if initial installation does not memorize all the channels  in your region, follow the instructions below to manually  memorize the channels. air/cable:  make sure what kind of connection is made  with your tv when selecting "air" or "cable". ch search:  channel auto search makes the tv look for  all channels viewable in the set area. ch memory:  you can select the channels to skip in each  analog (air), analog (cable), digital (air) and  digital (cable). on:  skips channels. (channel selection disabled using  ch   u / v .) off:  does not skip channels. (channel selection enabled using  ch u / v .) remove scrambled ch:  this function makes the tv  look for and then delete digital cable channels that  are scrambled and so unavailable in the set area. the  process may take more than 20 minutes. yes:  starts to remove scrambled channels. no:  this function does not work. ?  see initial installation on page 17 for setting each item. ?  if no channel is found, con? rm the type of connection  made with your tv and try channel search again. ?  if you select "analog search start" and initiate the channel search, the ch memory for cable digital will be deleted. favorite ch (favorite channel setting) this function allows you to program 4 favorite  channels, in 4 different categories. by setting the  favorite channels in advance, you can select your  favorite channels easily. to register your favorite channel:   select "register" and then press  enter . press  a / b / c / d  to select the position in the category, and then press  enter  to register. to delete your favorite channel:   select "1 data clear" and then press  enter . press  a / b / c / d  to select the channel you want to delete, and  then press  enter . select "yes" and then press  enter .   to delete all the favorite channels, select "all data clear". ?  before setting the channel, select the channel you want to  register as a favorite channel. ?  you can display the  " favorite ch "  screen by pressing  favorite ch  on the remote control. on-screen display menu -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   33 antenna setup-digital in order to receive digital air broadcasts, you need  a digital broadcast antenna. you can con? rm the  antenna con? guration through the "antenna setup- digital" screen. if necessary, adjust the direction of  the antenna to obtain the maximum signal strength. signal strength:  the signal strength of digital channel  is displayed. the signal information is based on the  current channel. channel strength:  input the 2-digit channel number  to check the signal strength of the selected channel.  make sure the signal is strong enough for each  channel. this function is available for digital (air) only. wall mount audio setup this selects the optimal audio for the program you are  currently watching even when the tv is mounted to a  wall. yes:  selects the optimal audio. no:  no adjustment. rc key assign you can assign your favorite functions to the  fav  app 1 ,  2 , and  3  buttons on the remote control. after  assigning a function to a button, you can press that  button to display the top screen of the assigned  function. current setup:  checks the current setting. app1, app2, app3:  you can assign any of the following  functions to these buttons. vudu/net?  ix/usb media/aal (aquos advantage live) ?  for resetting adjustments to the factory preset values,  press  a / b  to select "reset", and then press  enter . reset if complex adjustments are made and the settings  cannot be restored to normal, you can reset the  settings to the factory preset values. ?  if you have already set the secret no., input the 4-digit  secret number here. ?  the channel setup settings will not be changed. ?  the language settings will not be changed. ?  the secret number settings will not be changed. ?  the tv location settings will not be changed. ? individual setting secret no. allows you to use a secret number to protect certain  settings from being accidentally changed. important: three conditions must be met to enable the v-chip (see  pages 32 to 33): 1.   secret no. is registered. 2.   v-chip/v-chip (dtv only) settings have been made. the v-chip (dtv only) will only be selectable when a new  rating system can be downloaded via digital broadcasting in the  u.s. 3.  " status "  is set to  " on " .    setting the secret no. you can set and change the secret number by using  0 - 9 . yes:  changes or sets the secret no. no:  the con? rmation screen to clear the secret no.  appears when the secret no. has been set. when the  secret no. has not been set, the previous screen will  be displayed.    secret no. clear you can clear your secret number. yes:  your secret number is cleared. no:  your secret number is not cleared. ?  as a precautionary measure, make a note of your secret  number and keep it in a familiar place. ?  if the secret number is cleared, the status setting  automatically sets to "off". "v-chip" and "status" will not  be selectable from the menu. parental ctrl (parental control setting) status used to enable or disable the parental control function.  this function will not be selectable from the menu if  you do not ? rst con? gure your secret number. on:  enables parental ctrl. off:  disables parental ctrl. ? on-screen display menu -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   34 v-chip v-chip is an electronic ? ltering device built into your  tv. this tool gives parents a great degree of control  over broadcasts accessed by their children. it allows  parents to select programs judged suitable for child  viewing while blocking ones judged not suitable. it  does so automatically once you activate the v-chip  feature in your tv. "v-chip" and "status" will not be  selectable from the menu if you do not ? rst con? gure  your secret number. ?  the u.s. has two rating systems for viewing content: tv  parental guidelines and movie ratings. ?  the tv parental guidelines work in conjunction with the  v-chip to help parents screen out inappropriate television  shows from their children. ?  movie ratings are used for original movies rated by the  motion picture association of america (mpaa) as watched  on cable tv and not edited for television. the v-chip can  also be set to block mpaa-rated movies. ?  the setting automatically enters "block" for any ratings  below your selection. ?  if status is not set to "on", the con? guration settings will  not work.    mpaa (voluntary movie rating system)    example mpaa tv guidelines can. english ratings can. french ratings pg-13 r nc-17 x none pg g press  a / b  to adjust the item to your desired position.  " " indicates the item is blocked. press  menu  to exit. g:  general audiences. all ages admitted. pg:  parental guidance suggested. some material may not be  suitable for children. pg-13:  parents strongly cautioned. some material may be  inappropriate for children under 13. r:  restricted. under 17 requires accompanying parent or  adult guardian (age varies in some jurisdictions). nc-17:  no one 17 and under admitted. x:  x is an older rating that is uni? ed with nc-17 but may be  encoded in the data of older movies. ?  voluntary movie rating system only uses an age-based  rating.   tv parental guidelines    example mpaa tv guidelines can. english ratings can. french ratings tv-g tv-pg tv-14 tv-ma none tv-y7 tv-y l s v fv d press  a / b  to adjust the item to your desired position. " " indicates the item is blocked. press  menu  to exit. suggested age tv-y:  all children. tv-y7:  directed to older children. tv-g:  general audience. tv-pg:  parental guidance suggested. tv-14:  parents strongly cautioned. tv-ma:  mature audience only.    example mpaa tv guidelines can. english ratings can. french ratings tv-g tv-pg tv-14 tv-ma none tv-y7 tv-y l s v fv d when setting an individual content-based rating item: 1  press  d  or  enter  to access blocked content  items from the currently selected age-based rating  item. 2  press  a / b  to select an individual item, and then  press  enter  to unblock it (" " is removed). repeat  the same steps for the other items. 3  press  c  or  return  to register after all individual  content rating items are set. content fv:  fantasy violence. v:  violence. s:  sexual situation. l:  adult language. d:  sexually suggestive dialog. rating content fv v s l d suggested  age tv-y tv-y7 tv-g tv-pg tv-14 tv-ma  : the content rating can be set, but this rating is not  normally broadcast by tv stations.  :  content rating can be set. on-screen display menu -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   35 canadian rating systems (canadian english ratings  and canadian french ratings) ?  the tv rating systems in canada are based on the  canadian radio-television and telecommunications  commission (crtc) policy on violence in television  programming. ?  while violence is the most important content element to  be rated, the structure developed takes into consideration  other program content like language, nudity, sexuality and  mature themes. ?  when setting the v-chip on the canadian system you  can choose either the canadian english ratings or the  canadian french ratings.   canadian english ratings example mpaa tv guidelines can. french ratings e c c8+ g pg 14+ 18+ none can. english ratings press  a / b  to adjust the item to your desired position.  " " indicates the item is blocked. press  menu  to exit. e:  exempt: includes news, sports, documentaries and other  information programming; talk shows, music videos, and  variety programming. c:  children: intended for younger children under the age of 8  years. pays careful attention to themes that could threaten  their sense of security and well-being. c8+:  children over 8 years old: contains no portrayal  of violence as the preferred, acceptable, or only way  to resolve con? ict; nor encourage children to imitate  dangerous acts which they may see on the screen. g:  general: considered acceptable for all age groups.  appropriate viewing for the entire family, contains very little  violence, physical, verbal or emotional. pg:  parental guidance: intended for a general audience, but  may not be suitable for younger children (under the age of 8)  because it could contain controversial themes or issues. 14+:  over 14 years: could contain themes where violence  is one of the dominant elements of the storyline, but it  must be integral to the development of plot or character.  language usage could be profane and nudity present  within the context of the theme. 18+:  adults: intended for viewers 18 years and older and  might contain depictions of violence, which while related to  the development of plot, character or themes, are intended  for adult viewing. could contain graphic language and  portrayals of sex and nudity.   canadian french ratings example mpaa tv guidelines can. french ratings can. english ratings 8ans+ 13ans+ 16ans+ 18ans+ none g e press  a / b  to adjust the item to your desired position.  " " indicates the item is blocked. press  menu  to exit. e:  exempt programming. g:  general: all ages and children, contains minimal direct  violence, but may be integrated into the plot in a humorous  or unrealistic manner. 8ans+:  general but inadvisable for young children: may  be viewed by a wide public audience, but could contain  scenes disturbing to children under 8 who cannot  distinguish between imaginary and real situations.   recommended for viewing with parent. 13ans+:  over 13 years: could contain scenes of frequent  violent scenes and therefore recommended for viewing with  parent. 16ans+:  over 16 years: could contain frequent violent scenes  and intense violence. 18ans+:  over 18 years: only for adult viewing. could contain  frequent violent scenes and extreme violence.   how to temporarily release the v-chip block when the v-chip block is working and censors a  broadcast, "v-chip has been activated." displays. 1  press  enter  while the v-chip is working, and  then the secret number setting menu displays. 2   input the 4-digit secret number by using  0 C 9 . at this  time v-chip block temporarily releases.   reactivating the temporarily released v-chip  block you can reactivate the temporarily released v-chip  block as shown below. ?  select "status" setting from the parental ctrl menu to  reactivate block. (see page 32.) ?  select "v-chip" setting ("mpaa", "tv guidelines", "can.  english ratings" or "can. french ratings") from the  parental ctrl to reactivate block. (see pages 32 to 33.) ?  switch off the tv power. ?  performing any of the three above will activate the v-chip  block. on-screen display menu -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   36 on-screen display menu information example menu identi?cation software update digital caption info. net?ix help vudu help information information   1  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "information". 2  press  a / b  to select a speci? c adjustment item,  and then press  enter . 3  press  a / b  (or  c / d ) to select the desired setting,  and then press  enter . 4  press  menu  to exit. identi?  cation the current version of the tv software is displayed. digital caption info. (digital caption information) this function allows viewing of digital closed caption  information for the digital broadcast program being viewed. ?  this list is not displayed for analog broadcasts or external  input audio/video. ?  this information is not included in cc1, cc2, text1, or  text2, and is not displayed in a list. software update this is used to upgrade the system software to  enhance the tv functions.   1  press  menu  to display menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select information. 2  press  a / b  to select software update, and then  press  enter . if you have already set the secret no., go to step 3. menu identi?cation software update digital caption info. information information example 3   input the 4-digit secret number by using  0 - 9 . software update enter your secret no.   4  press  a / b  to select manual update or auto  update setting, and then press  enter . the operations thereafter vary depending on the setting. manual update select the method for manually updating the software. network update:  downloads the update ? le via the  network and then updates the software. (see page 35.) usb memory:  updates the software using a usb memory  device containing the update ? le. (see pages 35 to 36.) ?  a broadband connection and internet setting are required  to update the software using the network.  (see page 51.) ?  it may take time to access and download the update  depending on the internet connection and other factors. auto update setting when the tv is on, or when net? ix or vudu is used,  this function enables the tv to connect to the network  and check for updates automatically. yes:  enables auto update setting. no:  disables auto update setting. when an update is available, a message is displayed. press  c / d  to select "yes", and then press  enter  to  display the download screen. (see page 35.) no ye s software update ?le is available online. proceed to network update menu? ?  this function does not work when a broadband connection  or internet setting is not available. ? ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   37    updating the software via the network 1  press  c / d  on the manual update screen to select  "network update", and then press  enter . the tv connects to the network and checks for updates. to cancel, press  enter . abort connecting to internet.. checking latest version of firmware.. accessing.. 2   the current version of the tv and the latest version  of ? rmware are displayed. to update the tv  software, select yes, and then press  enter . no ye s latest version of ?rmware has been found. firmware update is available. proceed with update? select "yes" to start update. current version      xxxxxxxx latest version      xxxxxxxx estimated update time      xx when a server connection cannot be established or an  update is not available, a message is displayed. if a server connection cannot be established, check the  broadband connection and internet setting. ok cannot reach the server. check the network settings and try again. ok there is no newer software than the present version. 3   after the update ? le is downloaded, the software  update process begins. abort           downloading latest ?rmware.. version      :    xxxxxxxx 30%           updating to latest ?rmware.. version      :    xxxxxxxx 50% remote control operation is disabled during update process. do not unplug ac cord. caution ?  do not unplug the ac cord while the software is  being updated. ? ? ? 4   when the software is successfully updated, a  screen is displayed indicating that the update  process is completed. press  enter . the tv restarts, and it takes a while until the system  update is completed. do not unplug the ac cord. ok press "ok" to restart the tv and complete the update. wait several minutes and do not unplug the ac cord. if the software was not updated successfully, check the  broadband connection and internet setting, and then  try updating the software again. ok failed to complete update. please retry from software update menu.    updating the software with a usb memory device to check for the availability of a software update, visit http://www.sharpusa.com/products/support/. if you  have any questions, please call 1-800-be-sharp (800-237-4277). caution ?  do not remove the usb memory device or unplug  the ac cord while the software is being updated. ?  be sure to properly follow the whole procedure  described below, step by step. otherwise, for  example, the tv cannot read the data in the usb  memory device and software updating will fail. 1   insert the usb memory device with the update ? le  into the usb 1 or usb 2 terminal on the tv. when you update the software, use only one usb  terminal. either usb 1 or usb 2 is usable. 2  press  c / d  on the manual update screen to select  "usb memory", and then press  enter . ? ? on-screen display menu -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   38 3  press  enter  to start checking the data in the usb  memory device. insert the usb memory device  containing the software update ?le. ok 4   during the data checking, checking blinks. now checking the data  in the usb memory device. checking ?  the current version of the tv software and the version  of the update ? le on the usb memory device are  displayed. to update the tv software with the update  ? le, select yes, and then press  enter . example no ye s software update ?le is detected  in the usb memory device. start update? current version      xxxxxxxx latest version      xxxxxxxx ?  if the usb memory device is not properly installed or  the correct update ? le cannot be found on the usb  memory device, an error message is displayed.   check the ? le on the usb memory device, and then  reinsert the usb memory device correctly. software update ?le is not detected in the usb memory device. con?rm that you have transferred  the ?le to the usb memory device  and retry software update. ok there is more than one software  ?le in the usb memory device. con?rm that only the  software update ?le is  in the usb memory device. ok on-screen display menu 5  press  enter  to start updating. ok press "ok" to restart the tv and complete the update. wait several minutes and do not unplug the ac cord. example 50% now updating do not unplug ac cord. caution ?  do not remove the usb memory device or unplug  the ac cord while the software is being updated. 6   when the software is successfully updated, a  screen is displayed indicating that the update  process is completed.   after this screen is displayed, the tv automatically  turns off and then turns on again. example update version          uxxxxxx2 software update is complete. ?  if the update has failed, check the ? le in the usb  memory device and try software update again. failed to complete update. retry software update. if system update fails again, contact the customer service center. 7   after the screen shown below is displayed, press  enter . system software was  successfully updated. remove the usb memory device. ok 8   remove the usb memory device. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   39 enjoying photo/music/video playback you can enjoy viewing photos, listening to music and watching videos from external usb memory devices. depending on the usb memory device, the tv may not be able to recognize the recorded data. use only alphanumeric characters for naming ? les. file names over 80 characters (may vary depending on character set) may not be displayed. do not remove a usb memory device or memory card from the tv while transferring ? les, using the slide show function, or  switching screens, or before you exit "usb" from the ch list. do not insert and remove a usb memory device to and from the tv repeatedly. when using a card reader, be sure to insert memory ? rst before using the card reader. usb input cannot be selected when displaying the browser (including the sidebar widget). close the browser ? rst. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 4    press  c / d  to select the desired folder, and then  press  enter . you do not need to select the drive in step 3 when there is  only one drive in the connected usb device. up to 16 drives can be displayed. displaying the usb media screen the usb media screen can be displayed even by using  the menu screen.   when displaying the data with the ch list  screen 1    press  input  to display the ch list screen. 2    press  a / b  or press  input  again to select  " usb " . ?  the display varies depending on the type of data  recorded in the usb memory device. you cannot enter this mode when a usb memory device is  not inserted into the tv. "view mode" is ? xed during this mode.   when displaying the data with the dock 1  press  apps  to display the dock. 2    press  c / d  to select "usb media", and then press  enter . ? ? ? ? viewing photos, listening to music  and watching videos 1    insert the usb memory device with recorded  photos, music or videos into the usb 1 or usb 2  terminal on the tv. ?  the usb media screen is displayed. ?  if usb memory devices are inserted into both  terminals, the usb 1 terminal has priority. ?  the display varies depending on the type of data  recorded in the usb memory device. caution ?  do not use a usb extension cable when connecting  a usb memory device to the usb terminal on the tv. ?  using a usb extension cable may prevent the tv  from performing correctly. music photo video example 2    press  c / d  to select "photo", "music" or "video",  and then press  enter . 3    press  a / b / c / d  to select the drive where you  want to ? nd your ? les, and then press  enter . ?  you can display the usb menu screen by pressing  d . ?  if the tv is turned off and then on again, the number  assigned to the usb drive may change. drive1 drive2 drive5 drive6 drive3 drive4 example -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   40 enjoying photo/music/video playback photo mode viewing thumbnails ... ... picture 5 picture 4 picture 2 picture 1 picture 3 example   buttons for thumbnail operations buttons description a / b / c / d select a desired item. enter display the photo. return return to the previous process. a (red) select the images to be displayed. press  this button to add or remove a checkmark. b (green) display the music list screen. c (blue) start the slide show. d (yellow) display the usb menu screen. when there are invalid photo ? les, the  x  mark will be  displayed for the ? le. you can see the ? le name, shooting date, ? le size and pixel  size of the selected photo in the lower-left corner of the  screen (shooting date is only available in the exif ? le format). viewing individual photos the photo selected on the thumbnail selection screen  is displayed.   buttons for individual display operation buttons description c / d go to the previous/next photo in the same  directory. return return to the thumbnail selection screen. a (red) rotate the photo by 90 degrees to the left. b (green) rotate the photo by 90 degrees to the right. c (blue) reveal/hide the guide display. rotating photos only applies to the temporarily selected  item and this setting is not saved. ? ? ? slide show the photos displayed on the thumbnail selection  screen are displayed as a slide show.   buttons for slide show operation buttons description return return to the thumbnail selection screen. c (blue) reveal/hide the guide display. d (yellow) display the usb menu screen. the selected bgm is played repeatedly. the slide show continues until you press  return . for setting the slide show speed, select "select slide show  interval" on the usb menu screen. usb menu [10sec] select slide show intrerval select slide show bgm set all slide show image reset all slide show image usb menu example select slide show interval specify the length of time before the next image  appears. 1    press  d  to display the usb menu screen. 2    press  a / b  to select "select slide show interval",  and then press  enter . 3  press  a / b  to select  "10sec" ,  "30sec" or "60sec",  and  then press  enter . ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   41 enjoying photo/music/video playback select slide show bgm you can select the music to be played in the  background while the slide show is being displayed. 1    press  d  to display the usb menu screen. 2    press  a / b  to  select "select slide show bgm",  and then press  enter . ?  the list screen is displayed. ?  you can display the list screen by pressing  b  on the  thumbnail selection screen. 3   select the music. ?  checkmarks are added to the selected music. ... ... music 5 music 4 music 2 music 1 music 3 song_01.mp3 song_02.mp3 song_03.mp3 song_04.mp3 song_05.mp3 song_06.mp3 song_07.mp3 3:42 4:55 4:08 4:20 3:55 4:26 4:35 i i i i i i i song_03.mp3 0:14 / 4:35 example   buttons for slide show bgm select operation buttons description a / b / c / d select a desired item. enter play music. return return to the previous process. a (red) select the music to be played back. press  this button to add or remove a checkmark. b (green) stop music. c (blue) play/pause music. d (yellow) display the usb menu screen. 4    press  return  to display the thumbnail selection  screen, and then press  c  to start the slide show  and the background music. all of the music ? les are selected by default. ? set/reset all slide show image set or reset the images to be displayed. 1    press  d  to display the usb menu screen. 2    press  a / b  to select "set all slide show image"/ "reset all slide show image", and then press  enter . ?  when you select "set all slide show image",  checkmarks are added to all the images. ?  when you select "reset all slide show image", remove  all the checkmarks from all the images. ... ... picture 5 picture 4 picture 2 picture 1 picture 3 example 3    press  c  to start the slide show. if no images have been selected, "cannot display the data"  is displayed and the slide show does not start. ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   42 enjoying photo/music/video playback music mode ... ... music 5 music 4 music 2 music 1 music 3 song_01.mp3 song_02.mp3 song_03.mp3 song_04.mp3 song_05.mp3 song_06.mp3 song_07.mp3 3:42 4:55 4:08 4:20 3:55 4:26 4:35 i i i i i i i song_03.mp3 0:14 / 4:35 example   buttons for music mode buttons description a / b / c / d select a desired item. enter play music. return return to the previous process. a (red) select the music to be played back. press  this button to add or remove a checkmark. b (green) stop music. c (blue) play/pause music. d (yellow) display the usb menu screen. when there are invalid music ? les, the  x  mark will be  displayed for the ? le. the displayed play time may differ slightly from the actual  play time depending on the ? les. usb menu set all auto play reset all auto play usb menu example set/reset all auto play set or reset the music to be played back. 1    press  d  to display the usb menu screen. 2    press  a / b  to select "set all auto play"/"reset all  auto play", and then press  enter . ?  when you select "set all auto play", checkmarks are  added to all the music ? les. ?  when you select "reset all auto play", remove all the  checkmarks from all the music ? les. 3    press  c  to play back the music. if no music ? les have been selected, "cannot playback the  audio ? le" is displayed and the music is not played back  automatically. ? ? ? video mode ... ... video 5 video 4 video 2 video 1 video 3 video_01.avi video_02.divx video_03.divx video_04.avi video_05.divx video_06.divx video_07.avi 3:42 4:55 4:08 4:20 3:55 4:26 4:35 i i i i i i i example   buttons for ?  le selecting operations buttons description a / b / c / d select a desired item. enter when selecting a folder icon: enter this directory. when selecting a video ? le: play the video. return return to the previous process. a (red) select/deselect items (checkmarks are  addded to the selected items). d (yellow) display the usb menu screen. "video mode" is only available for usb mode. when there are invalid video ? les, the  x  mark will be  displayed for the ? le.   buttons for playing mode buttons description a go to the beginning of a ? le by pressing  a   once and the previous ? le by pressing  a   twice. b go to the next ? le. c / d reverse/fast forward a video. return go back to the ? le selection screen. a (red) start playback from the previously stopped  scene. b (green) stop a video. c (blue) reveal/hide the guide display. ? ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   43   using the control panel you can use the control panel for video playback  operations. you can call up this operation panel by pressing  menu  after you press  a / b  to select "control (usb)"  from "system options" > "view option". play tool 0:04:11 / 0:07:42 resume jump reverse/fast forward continues from one ? le to another  during continuous playback. usb menu set all auto play reset all auto play usb menu example set/reset all auto play set or reset the video to be played back. 1    press  d  to display the usb menu screen. 2    press  a / b  to select "set all auto play"/"reset all  auto play", and then press  enter . ?  when you select "set all auto play", checkmarks are  added to all the video ? les. ?  when you select "reset all auto play", remove all the  checkmarks from all the video ? les. 3    press  c  to play back the video. if no video ? les have been selected, "cannot playback the  video ? le" is displayed and the video is not played back  automatically. divx ?  setup this is the function to con? rm your registration code.  you need to register the code at http://www.divx.com. 1  press  menu  to display the menu screen. 2  press  c / d  to select "initial setup", and then press  enter . 3  press  a / b  to select "divx ?  setup", and then  press  enter .   divx ?  vod registration you can ? nd your registration code on this menu. you need to register the tv at http://www.divx.com before  playing the divx content.   divx ?  vod deregistration you can ? nd your deregistration code on this menu.  you need to deregister the tv at http://www.divx.com  to release the registration. ? ? usb memory device compatibility usb memory  device usb memory, usb card reader (mass  storage class) file system fat/fat32 photo ? le  format jpeg (.jpg) (dcf2.0 compliant) music ? le  format mp3 (.mp3) bitrate: 32k, 40k, 48k, 56k, 64k, 80k,  96k, 112k, 128k, 160k, 192k, 224k,  256k, 320kbps sampling frequency: 32k, 44.1k, 48khz video ?  le format file extension container video audio *.avi avi divx 3.11/4.x/5.1/6.0 xvid h.264 mpeg4 motion jpeg mp3 ac3 lpcm adpcm *.mkv mkv divx 3.11/4.x/5.1/6.0 xvid h.264 mpeg4 mp3 ac3 lpcm adpcm *.asf asf divx 3.11/4.x/5.1/6.0 xvid h.264 mpeg4 vc-1 mp3 ac3 lpcm adpcm *.wmv asf vc-1 wma *.mp4 *.mov mp4 (smp4) h.264 mpeg4 xvid mp3 aac *.mpg *.mpeg ps mpeg2 mpeg1 ac3 mpeg audio lpcm progressive format jpeg ? les are not supported. music ? les in usb 1.1 devices may not be played properly. operation using usb hubs is not guaranteed. some video ? le formats may not be played depending on  the ? le. ? ? ? ? enjoying photo/music/video playback -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   44 presetting remote control function you can operate the connected av products (av  receiver, cable box, sat tuner, dtv, vcr, dvd, bd,  ld) using the presetting manufacturer function of your  remote control unit. 14 12 11 6 13 10 8 9 7 5 4 3 2 1 presetting manufacturer codes 1    press an appropriate button ( stb ,  dvd ? vcr  or  audio ) to operate the connected equipment. 2    press an appropriate button ( stb ,  dvd ? vcr  or  audio ) and  display  at the same time to enter  the code registration mode. 3    press  0 C 9  to enter the manufacturer code. (see  page 42.) ?  preset mode is ? nished once the led no longer lights  up. 4    after registering the code, the led will stop blinking  then turn off after one second. (if you perform an  incorrect operation, the led will blink quickly then  turn off.) operating the connected equipment to operate the connected equipment, press  stb ,  dvd?vcr  or  audio  to select your device. (stb (cable  converter), dvd, bd, vcr or audio.) the remote  control unit button will function as follows. ?  when you operate vcr, dvd or bd, press  input  to select  the terminal connected to your device.  ?  cable and sat cannot be selected at the same time. 1   power (source)   ? turns the connected equipment power on and off. 2  , ? starts playback. (vcr, dvd, bd) 3  * ? rewinds the tape and allows picture search. (vcr) ? hold down to go in reverse. (dvd, bd) 4  + ? stops the tape transport. (vcr) ? playback stops when pressed. with some dvd/blu-ray  disc players, pressing the button twice may open the disc  tray. (dvd, bd) 5  . ? pressing quickly once takes you to the start of the chapter  currently playing. each time you press it, you move back  to the start of the previous chapter. (dvd, bd) 6 0 C 9 ,  ?  (dot) (stb) ? press a button (or buttons) that corresponds to the  channel that you wish to watch. 7  - ? rapidly advances the tape and allows picture search.  (vcr) ? hold down to fast forward. (dvd, bd) 8  ) ? sets pauses and still pictures. (vcr, dvd, bd) 9  / ? pressing quickly once takes you to the start of the next  chapter. each time you press it, you move ahead to the  start of the next chapter. (dvd, bd) 10  ( rec ? starts recording. (vcr) 11 flashback ? press to switch between the current channel and the  channel you were watching immediately before. some  manufacturers do not preset flashback. (stb) 12  ch u / v ? press  ch u  or  ch v  to tune in to a higher or lower  channel. (stb) ? press to select the channel of the tv tuner on the vcr.  (vcr) 13 menu ? when this button is pressed, the dvd/bd menu will  display. (dvd, bd) 14  a / b / c / d ,  enter ?  a / b / c / d :  press the button to select items on the stb  guide screen or stb menu screen. (stb)   press the button to select items on the dvd/bd menu  screen. (dvd, bd) ?  enter:  press to activate the selected function. (stb,  dvd, bd) other viewing options -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   45 manufacturer codes other viewing options audio dynamics brocksonic canon craig curtis mathis dbx emerson ge instant reolya jc penney jvc kenwood magnavox magnin memorex montgomery  ward nec panasonic pentax philco philips quasar realistic samsung sharp sony sylvania tatung teac tmk yamaha 09 13 04 12 04 09 10, 13, 14 04 04 04 09, 16, 17, 22 09 04, 05, 06 12 04 02 09 04, 18, 19, 20, 21 05 04, 05 04, 05, 06 04 01, 02 11, 12 01, 02, 03 07, 08, 15 04, 05, 06 09 09 10 09 remote control code  number vcr brand denon jvc kenwood magnavox marantz mitsubishi panasonic philips pioneer proscan rca samsung sharp sony toshiba yamaha zenith 24 31 36 26 26 28 24, 37 26, 38 30, 33, 35 25 25, 39 29, 34 23, 32, 41, 42 27, 40 26 24 26 remote control code  number dvd/bd/ld brand ?  depending on the brand, the codes of some bd players  may not be supported. anvision cable star eagle  g.instrument gerrold jerrold magnavox motorola oka sigma panasonic philips pioneer randtek rca s.atlanta viewstar zenith 04, 05 04, 05 05 02, 03, 10, 11, 17, 20 17 02, 03, 10, 11, 12, 20,  25-34 04, 05, 08, 12, 15, 16,  18, 19, 22, 23 38 07 14, 21 04, 05, 08, 13, 15, 16,  18, 19, 22, 23 07  04, 05 14, 36*, 37* 01, 09, 24 04, 05, 08, 13, 15, 16,  18, 19, 22, 23 06, 35 remote control code  number stb brand ?  numbers marked with * are sat codes, all others are stb  codes. sharp sharp (sound bar) 01 02 audio brand remote control code  number -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   46 using aquos link controlling hdmi equipment using aquos link whats aquos link? ?  using the hdmi cec (consumer electronics control) protocol, with aquos link you can interactively operate  compatible system equipment (blu-ray disc equipment, av ampli? er, dvd). ?  by connecting aquos link-compatible devices with hdmi-certi? ed cables to the tv, you can control a  recorder or av ampli? er using the remote control of the tv. ?  aquos link allows you to operate the hdmi-connected equipment with one remote control. back panel vertical inputs example aquos link-compatible  audio system  aquos bd player hdmi-certi?ed cable  * use hdmi 1 to connect     arc-compatible equipment. hdmi-certi?ed cable  optical ?ber cable * connecting aquos  bd player via aquos  link-compatible  audio system  for connecting the tv to aquos link-compatible equipment, use commercially available cables. point the remote control toward the tv, not to connected hdmi equipment. video noise may occur depending on the type of hdmi cable used. make sure to use an hdmi-certi? ed cable. up to 3 pieces of hdmi recording equipment and one av ampli? er can be connected using this system. these operations affect the hdmi equipment selected as the current input source. if the equipment does not operate, turn on  the equipment and select the appropriate input source using  input . ? ? ? ? ? connected aquos link-compatible devices can be operated without  changing the settings of the remote control unit.  option  button will function only when aquos link is used.   one touch play while the tv is in standby mode, it automatically turns on and plays back the  image from the hdmi source.    one touch recording press  ( rec  while you are viewing a broadcast received with the aquos  link-compatible recorder. the aquos link automatically recognizes the  connected hdmi device and starts recording.    single remote control the aquos link automatically recognizes the connected hdmi device and  you can control the tv and the devices as if using a universal remote control.    control the aquos link-compatible audio system set the volume of aquos link-compatible audio system. the above description is an example of the aquos link function. the steps in aquos link setup on page 44 need to be completed beforehand. refer to this operation manual and the operation manual of the aquos link device to be used with this tv. ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   47 aquos link setup menu system options aquos link setup system options aquos link control [on] auto power on [yes] [auto] selecting recorder channel select key audio return channel example       1   press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "system options". 2   press  a / b  to select aquos link setup, and  then press  enter . 3   press  a / b  to select a speci? c item, and then press  enter . 4   press  a / b  (or  c / d  ) to select the desired setting,  and then press  enter . 5   press  menu  to exit. aquos link control select aquos link control to disable aquos link  function even when an aquos link-compatible hdmi  device is connected to the tv. this function prevents  the device from starting to operate unexpectedly. enable:   you can operate aquos link-compatible  equipment. disable:  aquos link function does not work. auto power on if this is activated, the one touch play function is  enabled. yes:  while the tv is in standby mode, it automatically  turns on and plays back the image from the hdmi  source. no:  this function does not work. selecting recorder when multiple aquos link-compatible devices are  connected, this function allows you to set the recorder  for recording when you press  ( rec  on the tvs  remote control unit. press  a / b  to select the recorder for recording. when an aquos link-compatible audio system or other  equipment is connected between the tv and recorder,  sub is displayed. ? using aquos link channel select key this function can be set for each input terminal. on:  the remote control unit of the tv can be used to  select the channel, display program information, and  perform other operations of a connected aquos  link-compatible recorder. off:  this function does not work. audio return channel this function allows you to listen to the tv audio via  audio equipment without using an optical ? ber cable,  which conventionally is required. requirements for using an arc-compatible av  ampli?  er: arc-compatible av ampli? er connected to the arc- compatible hdmi terminal (hdmi 1). (refer to the operation manual of the arc-compatible  equipment for details.) use of an arc-compatible cable. auto:  you can listen to the tv audio with arc- compatible audio equipment. off:  this function does not work. if the tv audio cannot be output from the av ampli? er even  after making the necessary settings, connect the tv to the  av ampli? er with an optical ? ber cable and select off. ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   48 link operation menu recorder power on/off device operation panel [by aquos sp] play from rec. list show start menu change media of device link booking (rec. book) change audio output device change surround mode choosing operating device aquos link setup link operation menu link operation       turning on/off aquos link-compatible  equipment you can manually turn on/off the power of connected  aquos link-compatible equipment. 1   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select recorder power on/off, and  then press  enter . 3   select on (or off) and press  enter  to turn on  (or off) the equipment. using aquos link one touch recording this function allows easy one-touch recording of the  program being viewed on the tv to aquos link- compatible equipment with a recording function by  simply pressing  ( rec  on the remote control. prepare the connected aquos link-compatible  recorder for recording. check the following items. make sure that the antenna cable is connected. check that there is suf? cient available space on the  recording media (hdd, dvd, etc.). on the tv, use aquos link setup and selecting  recorder to select the equipment for recording. by default, the recorder connected to hdmi 1 is selected  for recording. 1   press  ( rec  to start recording. when you are viewing a broadcast received with  the aquos link-compatible recorder selected in  "selecting recorder", recording to the aquos recorder  of the broadcast being viewed starts. when you are viewing a broadcast received with  equipment other than the aquos link-compatible  recorder selected in "selecting recorder" or other  external input equipment, pressing  ( rec  on the  remote control does not start recording. 2   press  +  to stop recording. one touch playback aquos link allows you to operate the hdmi- connected equipment with one remote control. press  d  to start playing back a title. the last played program is played back. you can use the  following buttons during broadcast viewing. buttons description power (source) turns the power of the hdmi connected devices  on and off. * hold down to go in reverse. , starts playback. - hold down to fast forward. + playback stops. ) sets pauses and still pictures. 7 pressing quickly once takes you to the start of the  chapter currently playing. each time you press it,  you move back to the start of the previous chapter. 8 pressing quickly once takes you to the start of the  next chapter. each time you press it, you move  ahead to the start of the next chapter. the buttons  7 / 8  do not function with the following  blu-ray disc players currently available. - bd-hp20u, bd-hp50u ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   49 using the device operation panel you can use the device operation panel to control  playback operations. 1   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select device operation panel, and  then press  enter . 3   press  a / b / c / d  to select the desired operation. this function works only when aquos link-compatible  equipment with the device control panel function is  connected. playback of titles using aquos link this section explains how to play back a title in the  aquos link-compatible equipment. 1   power on the aquos link-compatible equipment,  and select appropriate external input. 2   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 3   press  a / b  to select play from rec. list, and  then  press  enter . the title list data from the connected  aquos link- compatible equipment  displays. 4   select the title with  a / b / c / d , and then press  d   to start playback. this function works only when aquos link-compatible  equipment is connected. displaying the setup menu of aquos  link-compatible equipment you can call up a setup menu from the connected  aquos link-compatible equipment. 1     press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select "show start menu", and then  press  enter . the setup menu of the aquos link-compatible  equipment is displayed. depending on the status of the equipment (recording or in  standby mode, etc), the setup menu will not be displayed. the setup menu will not be displayed with the player  bd-hp20u currently available. selecting media type for aquos link- compatible recorder you can switch the media (hdd or dvd) for playback  or recording on the aquos link-compatible recorder. 1   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select change media of device,  and then press  enter . 3    select the desired media such as dvd or hdd.  the media type toggles each time you press  enter  in  change media of device. select the media to be operated by the player. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? using aquos link timer recording you can call up the aquos link-compatible  recorders epg and preset timer recordings using the  tvs remote control. 1   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select link booking (rec. book),  and then press  enter . the recorders epg is displayed. 3   select the program to record. ?  you can use  a / b / c / d ,   enter ,  return ,  exit  and  the colored buttons. this function works only when an aquos link-compatible  recorder is connected. refer to the operation manual of the recorder for details. listening with the aquos audio speaker system you can select to listen to the tv sound only from the  aquos link-compatible audio system and manually  change its sound mode. 1   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select change audio output  device, and then press  enter . 3   press  a / b  to select by aquos audio sp, and  then press  enter . the sound from the tv speaker is muted and only the  sound from the aquos link-compatible audio system  is audible. you can use  vol k / l  and  mute . select by aquos sp, and then press  enter  to  listen to the tv sound. manually changing aquos audio speaker systems sound mode 1   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select change surround mode,  and then press  enter . the sound mode changes each time you press  enter . refer to the operation manual of the aquos link- compatible audio system for details. hdmi device selection if multiple hdmi devices are connected in a daisy chain, you can specify which device to control here. 1   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select choosing operating device,  and then press  enter . the hdmi device toggles  each time you press  enter . displaying the link operation menu 1   press  option  to display the link operation menu  screen. 2   press  a / b  to select aquos link setup, and  then press  enter . the aquos link setup menu screen is displayed. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   50 view mode you can select the screen size. 1   press  view mode . the view mode menu displays. the menu lists the view mode options selectable for the type of video signal currently  being received. 2   press  view mode  or  a / b  while the view mode menu is displayed to select a  desired item on the menu. you can sequentially select a view mode that has its own aspect ratio. connect the pc before making adjustments. (see page 16.) selectable screen size may vary with input signal type. you can have the same settings by choosing "view mode" on the menu items. (see page 28.) example: screen size images input signal normal zoom stretch dot by dot 4:3 keeps the original  aspect ratio in a full  screen display. for viewing  widescreen  programs. the top  and bottom of the  image is cropped. an image fully ? lls the  screen. detects the resolution  of the signal and  displays an image with  the same number of  pixels on the screen. input signal stretch dot by dot 16:9 an image fully ? lls the  screen. detects the resolution  of the signal and  displays an image with  the same number of  pixels on the screen. ? ? ? ? ? ? using a pc displaying a pc image on the screen -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   51 using a pc 1   press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "system options". 2   press  a / b  to select input terminal setting, and  then press  enter . 3   press  a / b  to select pc input, and then press  enter . 4   press  a / b  to select a speci? c adjustment item,  and then press  enter  to set each item. 5   press  a / b  (or  c / d ) to select or adjust the desired  setting, and then press  enter . adjusting the pc image auto sync. (for analog pc input mode only) for automatically adjusting the pc image. yes:  auto sync. starts and "now adjusting the image."  displays. no:  this function does not work. when "auto sync." is successful, "completed" displays. if  not, "auto sync." failed. "auto sync." may fail even if "completed" displays. "auto sync." may fail if the computer image has low  resolution, has unclear (black) edges, or is moved while  executing "auto sync.". be sure to connect the pc to the tv and switch it on before  starting "auto sync.". fine sync. ordinarily you can easily adjust the picture as necessary  to change image position using "auto sync.". in some  cases, however, manual adjustment is needed to  optimize the image. h-pos.:  centers the image by moving it to the left or  right. v-pos.:  centers the image by moving it up or down. clock:  adjust when the image ? ickers with vertical  stripes. phase:  adjust when characters have low contrast or  when the image ? ickers. for resetting all "fine sync." adjustment items to the factory  preset values, press  a / b  to select "reset", and then press  enter . it is not necessary to adjust the "clock" or "phase" when a  digital signal is being input, so it cannot be selected. the default cursor position may not be in the center,  because the screen position variable ranges may be  asymmetrical. the screen position variable ranges depend on the view  mode or the signal type. the ranges can be seen on the  position-setting screen. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? setting audio input audio select this function sets the terminal to output the computer  audio. the adjustment items vary depending on the input  source. select the input source corresponding to the  terminal connected to the pc and then adjust the  desired item.   pc in video:  select this when the tv and pc are connected  using an analog rgb cable and the audio is not input. video+audio:  select this when the tv and pc are  connected using an analog rgb cable and the audio is  input via a ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack.   hdmi 1 hdmi(digital):  select this when the tv and pc are  connected using an hdmi-certi? ed cable and audio is  input via the same cable. hdmi+analog:  select this when the tv and pc are  connected using a dvi-hdmi conversion cable and the  audio is input via a ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack. when "audio select" is set to "hdmi(digital)", sound will  not be produced if you use only an hdmi-certi? ed cable to  connect hdmi-compatible equipment. to produce sound,  you should make an analog audio connection. if you want to connect hdmi-compatible equipment  using only an hdmi-certi? ed cable, set "audio select" to  "hdmi(digital)". ? ? pc compatibility chart it is necessary to set the pc correctly to display xga  and wxga signal.  vga and xga are registered trademarks of international  business machines corp. 31.5 khz 31.5 khz 37.9 khz 37.5 khz 35.1 khz 37.9 khz 48.1 khz 46.9 khz 48.4 khz 56.5 khz 60.0 khz 47.7 khz 640 x 480 720 x 400 vga 800 x 600 svga xga 1024 x 768 wxga 1360 x 768 70 hz 60 hz 72 hz 75 hz 56 hz 60 hz 72 hz 75 hz 60 hz 70 hz 75 hz 60 hz o o o o o o o o o o o 64.0 khz sxga 1280 x 1024 60 hz o 65.3 khz sxga+ 1400 x 1050 60 hz o 75.0 khz uxga 1600 x 1200 60 hz 67.5 khz 1080p 1920 x 1080 60 hz o horizontal  frequency vesa  standard resolution vertical  frequency -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   52   pc control of the tv ?  attach an rs-232c cable cross-type (commercially  available) to the supplied din/d-sub rs-232c for the  connections. this operation system should be used by a person who is  accustomed to using computers.   communication conditions set the rs-232c communication settings on the pc to  match the tv's communication conditions. the tv's communication settings are as follows: baud rate: 9,600 bps data length: 8 bits parity bit: none stop bit: 1 bit flow control: none   communication procedure  send the control commands from the pc via the rs- 232c connector. the tv operates according to the received command  and sends a response message to the pc. do not send multiple commands at the same time.  wait until the pc receives the ok response before  sending the next command. ?   command format eight ascii codes  e  cr command 4-digits parameter 4-digits return code c1 c2 c3 c4 p1 p2 p3  p4 command 4-digits: command. the text of four characters. parameter 4-digits: parameter 0C9, x, blank, ?   parameter input the parameter values, aligning left, and ? ll with  blank(s) for the remainder. (be sure that 4 values are  input for the parameter.) when the input parameter is not within an adjustable  range, err returns. (refer to response code format.) any numerical value can replace the x on the table. a 30 0009 0 ???? ? when ? is input for some  commands, the  present setting  value responds.   response code format normal response return code (0dh) return code (0dh) problem response (communication  error or incorrect command) ok err   command table ?  commands not indicated here are not guaranteed to operate. control item command parameter control contents power on command setting power setting the power on command rejected. it input-switches by the toggle. (it is the same as an input change key) it input-switches to tv. (a channel remains as it is. (last memory)) although it can choose now, it is toggle operation in inside. the screen position variable ranges depend on the view mode or the  signal type. the ranges can be seen on the position-setting screen. 0: although it can choose now, it is toggle operation in inside. 1: only available when 4:3 signal is being input. 5, 6: only available when 4:3 signal is being input. 8: [pc] available except when uxga is being input.      [av] only available when 1080i/p is being input. 9: only available when 720p is being input. 10, 11: available when usb-video, net?ix or vudu is used. (toggle) 1: component, 2: video, 3: pc in, 4: hdmi 1,  5: hdmi 2, 6: hdmi 3, 7: hdmi 4 0: (toggle), 1:  standard, 2: movie, 3: game,  4: user, 5: dynamic (fixed), 6: dynamic, 7: pc,  8: x.v. color, 100: auto volume (0C60) only pc mode. (0C180) only pc mode. (0C40) 0: (toggle) [av], 1: side bar [av], 2: s.stretch [av] 3: zoom [av], 4: stretch [av], 5: normal [pc] 6: zoom [pc], 7: stretch [pc],  8: dot by dot [pc] [av], 9: full screen [av] 10: auto [usb-video, net?ix, vudu],  11: original [usb-video, net?ix, vudu]     an input change is included if it is not tv display. in air, 2C69ch is effective. in cable, 1C135ch is effective. if it is not tv display, it will input-switch to tv. (same function as ch u ) if it is not tv display, it will input-switch to tv. (same function as ch v ) toggle operation of a closed caption. 0: (toggle), 1: on, 2: off 0: off, 1: off timer C 30 min., 2: off timer C 60 min.,  3: off timer C 90 min., 4: off timer C 120 min. the channel number of tv the channel number of tv +1 the channel number of tv   C 1 (toggle) (1C135) rspw itgd itvd iavd input selection toggle av mode selection volume position view mode surround sleep timer channel cc direct (analog) (digital) ch up ch down channel h-position h-position v-position clock phase avmd volm hpos vpos clck phse acsu oftm dcch chup chdw clcp wi de 0 x 0 * * * * * * * * * * x x x * * _ _ _ _ _ _ * * * * * _ _ _ _ _ * _ _ _ _ _ _ * * * * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ digital air (two-part numbers, 2-digit plus 2-digit) (0100-9999) (1-999) (0-999) (0-9999) (0-6383) digital cable (two-part numbers, 3-digit plus 3-digit) digital cable (two-part numbers, 3-digit plus 3-digit) front half of digital cable channel no. (designate major channel) rear half of digital cable channel no. (designate minor channel) direct channel da2p * * * * dc2u * * * _ dc2 l * * * _ digital cable (one-part numbers, 5-digit, less than 10,000) dc1 0 * * * * digital cable (one-part numbers, 5-digit, more than 10,000) dc1 1 * * * * _ _ _ _ (toggle) audio selection acha x _ _ _ _ 0: (toggle), 1: on, 2: off mute mu t e * _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _off the power on command accepted. 1___on power on 1 _ _ _ power on it shifts to standby. p o w r 0 _ _ _ power off _ _ _ _ tv 1-7 if an underbar (_) appears in the parameter column, enter a space. if an asterisk (*) appears, enter a value in the range indicated in brackets under control contents. any numerical value can replace the x on the table. ? ? ? rs-232c port speci?  cations using a pc -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   53 up to four devices can be connected to the hn-va400u  adapter. model number number of ports hn-va401su 4  + 1 hn-va400u 4 hn-va100u 1 internet using the internet by connecting your tv to a broadband system, you can access the internet from the tv. display the sidebar widget on the screen to check out the latest internet information and access a range of  useful information for aquos users from the original home page*. you can use "aquos advantage live" to obtain the latest software and information and to view net? ix and  vudu videos. about the original home page the original home page is a website set up speci? cally for aquos owners.  the website is worth visiting as it provides a range of useful information, including tips on using your aquos  and a frequently asked questions section. connecting to the internet to connect your tv to the internet, you must have a broadband internet connection. if you do not have a broadband internet connection, consult the store where you purchased your tv or ask your  internet service provider or telephone company. when an internet connection is made, an ethernet and wireless connection cannot be used at the same time.  use only one of the connection types. (see page xx.) +  using an ethernet cable use an ethernet cable (commercially available) to connect the ethernet terminal on the tv to your broadband  router (commercially available). ethernet cable internet modem pc lan hub or broadband router ? ? ? * ? ? ? ? ? the sharp plc adapter kit (sold separately) lets you  use the existing electrical wiring in your house to create  a home network. * 1   simply plug the adapters into electrical outlets at the  desired locations, and then connect your computer  and other devices to the adapters with lan cables (two  lan cables are provided). if you have broadband internet service, connect your  router to one of the adapters to allow all your network  devices to access the internet. data can be exchanged at speeds of up to 85 mbps * 2   on your network. *1:  plc does not have router function. to connect  to the internet via network, broadband internet  connection and related devices such as router etc  is required. *2:  the actual communication speed may be affected  by power line conditions, other electrical appliances  and network conditions. +  information on the plc adapter -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   54 +  using the wireless lan adapter when using the sharp wireless lan adapter (xxxxxxxx, supplied), make sure that no video/audio cables or  other ac power cords are placed close to or on the wireless lan adapter, as this may interfere with the wireless  lan signal and limit the lan connection quality. try to provide as much free space around the device for best  performance. be sure to turn off the tv before connecting or disconnecting the sharp wireless lan adapter. for a wireless lan connection, you must use "wireless setting" to connect the access point and tv. (see page xx.) internet modem pc wireless router/ access point do not use a wireless lan adapter other than the supplied sharp wireless lan adapter, as operations cannot be guaranteed. the supplied sharp wireless lan adapter has the following speci? cations. supported wireless lan standard: ieee802.11a/b/g/n security type: none, wep, wpa-psk (tkip), wpa2-psk (aes) this tv has received the following certi? cations when connected in an environment using the supplied sharp wireless lan  adapter. - wi-fi certified ?  (certi? cation program from the wi-fi alliance) - wi-fi protected setup? (certi? cation program from the wi-fi alliance) operations cannot be guaranteed when used with access points that do not have wi-fi certi? cation. a wireless lan access point is required to connect the tv to the internet using a wireless lan. see the operation manual of  your access point for setup. if your access point is set to a stealth mode (that prevents detection by other devices), you may not be able to establish a  connection. in this case, disable the stealth mode on the access point. a wireless lan connection and performance cannot be guaranteed for all residential environments. in the following cases, the  wireless lan signal may be poor or drop, or the connection speed may become slower. - when used in buildings made with concrete, reinforced steel, or metal - when placed near objects that obstruct the signal - when used with other wireless devices that emit the same frequency -   when used in the vicinity of microwave ovens and other devices that emit a magnetic ? eld, electrostatic charge, or  electromagnetic interference when there is signi? cant interference in the 2.4-ghz frequency (such as from other wireless lan devices, bluetooth ?  devices,  2.4-ghz cordless telephones, and microwave ovens), it is recommended that you use a wireless lan access point that  supports ieee802.11a/n (5 ghz) and set the access point to transmit at 5 ghz. for setup details, see the operation manual of  your access point. for users outside the united states, be sure to select your country before using the wireless lan function. (see page xx.) a stable connection speed is required to play back streaming content, such as from net? ix and vudu. use an ethernet  connection if the wireless lan speed is unstable. before transferring to a third party or disposal, be sure to initialize the wireless lan settings. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? using the internet -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   55 internet setup   connection type 1  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select "initial setup". 2  press  a / b  to select "internet setting", and then  press  enter . 3  press  a / b  to select "communication setup", and  then press  enter . 4  press  a / b  to select "connection type", and then  press  enter . 5  press  c / d  to select "wired" or "wireless", and  then press  enter . if you select "wired", the signal is detected and setup  is performed automatically. use "ethernet setup" to  check and change the settings as necessary. (see  page xx.) if you select "wireless", use "wireless setting" to  con? gure the access point settings.  wireless setting if your access point supports wi-fi protected setup  (wps), it is recommended that you use this function  for the wireless connection. you can press the wps  button on the access point to con? gure the settings  automatically. the name of the wps button function may differ depending  on the access point. see the operation manual of the  access point for details. 1   con? rm the current settings in "connection type". if "wired" is selected, press  c / d  to select "wireless". 2  press  a / b  to select "wireless setting", and then  press  enter . con? rm the settings. if each setting item is correct,  press  menu  to exit. if you are con? guring the wireless setup for the ? rst  time or changing the settings, go to step 3. 3  press  c / d  to select "change", and then press  enter . 4  press  a / b  to select "wps", and then press  enter . to select and register an access point manually, select  "find", make the necessary settings, and then select  "manual setup". follow the on-screen instructions. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 5  press  c / d  to select "push button", and then press  enter . to con? gure the setting manually, select "pin code".  follow the on-screen instructions and the operation  manual of the access point to con? gure the settings. 6   select "next" to complete the settings.  the connection process starts and the wps button on  the access point can be pressed. 7   press the wps button on the access point. pressing the wps button displays a con? rmation  screen. please wait until a connection is established. 8   when a connection is established, the connection  details are displayed. press  enter . interactive service if you do not want other people to connect to the  internet in your absence, you can make settings to  keep the tv away from the internet. 1  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select initial setup. 2  press  a / b  to select internet setting, and then  press  enter . 3  press  a / b  to select interactive service, and then  press  enter . input the 4-digit secret number by using  0 - 9 . 4  press  c / d  to select no, and then press  enter . if you want to allow internet connection, select yes,  and then press  enter . 5  press  menu  to exit. checking your internet connection press  aquos net  twice or three times to switch to  the tv+web or web screen.  when the original home page appears, now you are  connected to the internet. if you have failed to connect to the internet in the above  operation, then an error message will appear. in this case,  press  exit  to return to the normal tv screen and check  the relevant settings (see page 51). if you still cannot connect to the internet, please consult  your internet service provider or telephone company. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? using the internet -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   56 using the internet   +  if you cannot connect to the internet perform the procedures below to check your tv's  network settings. ethernet setup 1  press  exit  to display the normal tv screen. 2  press  menu  to display the menu screen, and then  press  c / d  to select initial setup. 3  press  a / b  to select internet setting, and then  press  enter . 4  press  a / b  to select communication setup, and  then press  enter . 5  press  a / b  to select ethernet setup, and then  press  enter . check that numbers are displayed for each setting. if there are any settings without numbers, specify the  numbers by following the on-screen instructions. for information on how to enter text, see page 52. example initialize change ip address  :  auto setup netmask : auto setup gateway : auto setup dns : auto setup proxy : no use mac address  :  xx:xx:xx:xx:xx:xx setting ethernet info. [current setup] 6   press  menu  to exit. setting the country 1   repeat steps 1 to 4 in  ethernet setup . 2  press  a / b  to select "country", and then press  enter . 3  press  a / b  to select "us", "canada" or "mexico",  and then press  enter . 4  press  menu  to exit. setting the zip code 1   repeat steps 1 to 4 in  ethernet setup . 2  press  a / b  to select zip code, and then press  enter . after change is highlighted, press  enter  again. 3   enter your zip code. the u.s. and mexico use 5-digit zip codes. canada  uses 6-digit codes. for the u.s. and mexico, use  0 - 9  on the remote  control unit to enter your zip code. for canada, use  the software keyboard. 4   after complete is highlighted, press  enter . 5  press  menu  to exit. ? ? ? ? ? displaying updated information and  support service this function can be used to display up-to-date  information on the sidebar widget via the internet and  allow you to receive support service over the network. sidebar widget 1  press  aquos net  repeatedly to display the  sidebar widget. each time you press  aquos   net , the screen image  toggles as shown below: sidebar widget      tv+web      web      t v when you are not connected to the internet, a network  function explanation screen is displayed. the services displayed vary depending on  circumstances. 2  press  a / b  to select a title, and then press  enter . the web page for the selected title is displayed. the service details vary depending on circumstances. 3   press  exit  to return to the normal tv screen. if you start up the sidebar widget while a closed caption  is displayed, the closed caption is automatically hidden. web page appearances may differ depending on the type  of screen (tv+web or web). when a still image is displayed, the sidebar widget does  not appear even if you press  aquos   net . when displaying tv+web with a channel in which the  v-chip is enabled, the cursor keys on the remote control  unit do not function. aquos advantage live 1  press  apps  to display the dock. 2  press  c / d to select aquos advantage live,  and then press  enter . 3  press  a / b / c / d  to select the desired service. my account:  register your aquos lcd today and  receive a free 3 month warranty extension! use  this service to complete registration, view user and  warranty information. live support:  connect to sharp service center over  the internet to receive remote assistance for aquos.  sharp advisors will remotely connect to aquos  and can provide variety of services such as setup,  performance diagnostic, etc. you must agree to the  terms and conditions when using live support. mail center:  stay connected with sharp news and more! learn more:  learn more about the many bene? ts of  aquos advantage membership available to you. new software:  stay up to date with the latest aquos  lcd tv software. user guide:  in depth aquos operating instructions for  your aquos lcd tv. 4  press  exit  to return to the normal tv screen. the display may change as a result of a software update. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

   57 entering text (software keyboard) when you are editing an input screen or specifying the  ethernet settings used for accessing the internet, enter  text from the software keyboard. you can enter up to 128 characters for text. ? buttons description a moves the focus up. when the focus is at the top edge, this moves the focus to  the opposite edge (bottom edge).  b moves the focus down. when the focus is at the bottom edge, this moves the  focus to the opposite edge (top edge).  c moves the focus left. when the focus is at the left edge, this moves the focus to  the opposite edge (right edge). when the focus is on character set, this selects the character type (moving  backwards). when the focus is in an input box, this moves the cursor in the input box to the left.  d moves the focus right. when the focus is at the right edge, this moves the focus to  the opposite edge (left edge). when the focus is on character set, this selects the character type (moving  forwards).  when the focus is in an input box, this moves the cursor in the input box to the  right.  enter performs the processing for the button currently in the focus.  exit closes the software keyboard without applying the original input elements for the  entered text. erases the text in the input box where the cursor is currently located.  return when the cursor is at the end of a sentence, this acts as a backspace.  0-9 directly enters the single-byte number for that button. a (red) directly enters prediction candidate 1.  b (green) directly enters prediction candidate 2. c (blue) directly enters prediction candidate 3. d (yellow) enters a space.  caps off / caps on / caps lock if alphabet is selected in character set, this switches  characters between uppercase and lowercase. each time you press  enter , the character type switches as  shown below: caps off: all the characters are lowercased caps on: only the ? rst character is uppercased caps lock: all the characters are uppercased done applies the entered information and closes the software  keyboard. quit closes the software keyboard without applying the entered  information. you can also close the software keyboard by pressing  exit  on the remote control unit. displays the icon  , indicating that a new line has been  inserted. clear erases the character string. when the cursor is somewhere in a line: the character  string to the right of the cursor will be erased. when the cursor is at the right end of a line: the entire line  will be erased. delete if the cursor is at the right end of a line, this erases text one  character at a time. you can also delete text by pressing  return  on the  remote control unit. ? ? ? ? using the internet the text you enter is displayed as you type it in.  to move the cursor (the current input position), use    or   on the software keyboard. press  c / d  to select the type of characters entered:  alphabet, number or sign. (the selectable types depend on the input source.) while you are entering text, likely input conversion candidates  are displayed based on what you typed in. you can also enter text by pressing  a ,  b  or  c  on the remote  control unit. ? enters a space. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   58 using the browser enter ,  a / b / c / d ? press  a / b / c / d  to select a link that you want to jump,  and then press  enter . exit ?  press the button to return to the tv screen. return ?  press the button to return to the previous page. example : the image shown below, which is only for  explanation, is subject to change. about links web pages on the internet often include links that  allow you to jump to other web pages (or sites). links can take various forms, including words  or images, but they always work in the same way  letting you jump to the link destination when you  select them. selected items (such as links of text input ? elds) are  enclosed in a yellow frame. you can jump from a link to the corresponding link  destination. caution if the power is cut due to a power failure or the tv being  unplugged while you are using the internet, information  such as bookmarks or cookies may not be saved correctly. when a security noti? cation window is displayed: press  enter  to close the window. this window appears when you visit a web page that has  security protection, or when you move from a protected  page to an unprotected page. in security settings you can set whether or not this  window is displayed. (see page 56.) when a cookie con? rmation window appears: choose whether or not to accept the cookie (see page 56),  and then press  enter . in cookies settings you can set whether or not this  window is displayed. you can also opt to delete all the  cookies at once. (see page 56.) to users who access the internet from a pc when you access the internet from this tv, the  procedures may not be the same as regular  browser-based access on a pc. you cannot download ? les. you cannot view a history of the pages you have  visited. you cannot change the startup page displayed  when you press  aquos   net . pop-up windows appear in separate tabs. on some pages, video and audio cannot be  played, and text or images may not be displayed  correctly. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? when  z  is displayed in a page: the page failed to load successfully, or it contains images  with formats that cannot be displayed on the tv. try  reloading the page by selecting   (see page 54) in the  toolbar. ? using the internet photo player photo player :tool :tool :scroll :scroll aquos aquos     c o n s o l e click  this  but ton  to  go  to   aquos  network. page  1        o f  3 add widgets add widgets legal legal aquos aquos   c e n t e r aquos aquos    network  network whats new whats new f ea ea t ured c ured c o n t e n t sports sports entertainment entertainment a q u o s   g allery allery console monday monday today today wednesday wednesday tuesday tuesday aquarius aquarius gemini gemini pisces pisces aries aries d pages with security protection are  clearly shown as such. if content on a page is continued on another page,  directions to that page are shown clearly. you can use  a / b / c / d  to go to the continuation of a  page. where there is link text or a link image in the  direction pressed, the text or image is selected ? rst.  if this happens, press the same direction button  several times. ? tab -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   59 using the toolbar you can use the toolbar to control the browser and to  specify settings. 1   press  d  on the remote control unit to display the  toolbar. 2   press  c / d  to select a function, and then press  enter . selected item description displays the linked page in a new tab. displays the tab menu. returns to the previous page. goes back to the original page when you  have viewed the previous page. refreshes the page. interrupts a page while it is loading. displays the original home page. select this to open a bookmark. adds the current page to your bookmarks. displays the browser menu. using tabs you can use tabs to view up to 3 web pages at the  same time. each page appears in a separate tab, and  you can switch between the tabs. 1   press  b  on the remote control unit to display the  tab menu. you can also display the tab menu by clicking   in  the toolbar. selected item description select this displays the web page in the  selected tab. close this tab closes the selected tab. you can also press  c  on the  remote control unit to close a  tab. ? close other tabs closes the other (unselected) tabs. create new tab creates a new tab. you can also press  a  on the  remote control unit to create a  tab. ? 2   press  c / d  to select a tab. 3   press  a / b  to select the item you want to use, and  then press  enter . ? using the internet -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   60 saving the url of the current page adding a web page to your bookmarks allows you to  return to that page later by simply selecting it from your  list of bookmarks. 1   display the page that you want to bookmark. 2   press  d  on the remote control unit to display the  toolbar. 3   press  c / d  to select     in the toolbar, and then  press  enter . 4   select yes, and then press  enter . the page is added to your bookmarks. opening a bookmarked page 1   press  d  on the remote control unit to display the  toolbar. 2   press  c / d  to select     in the toolbar, and then  press  enter . your bookmarks list is displayed. 3   press  a / b / c / d  to select the page you want to  access, and then press  enter . the selected page is displayed. if you have bookmarked 11 or more web pages, press  c / d  to scroll through your bookmarks list.  when opening a bookmark in a new tab: 1   press  a  instead of  enter .  the bookmarks menu appears. 2   select open in new tab, and then press  enter . ? ? ? ? ? editing bookmarks you can rearrange or delete the  bookmarks. switching between the url and title name 1   press  d  on the remote control unit to display the  toolbar. 2   press  c / d  to select     in the toolbar, and then  press  enter .  your bookmarks list is displayed. 3   press  a / b  to select the title you want to edit from  the bookmarks list, and then press  a  on the remote  control unit. the bookmarks menu appears. 4   select display by address or display by title in  the bookmarks menu, and then press  enter . rearranging displayed items 1   press  d  on the remote control unit to display the  toolbar. 2   press  c / d  to select     in the toolbar, and then  press  enter . your bookmarks list is displayed. 3   press  a / b  to select the title you want to display  in a different position from the bookmarks list, and  then press  a  on the remote control unit. the bookmarks menu appears. 4   press  a / b  to select move up or move down,  and then press  enter . deleting bookmarks 1   press  d  on the remote control unit to display the  toolbar. 2   press  c / d  to select     in the toolbar, and then  press  enter . your bookmarks list is displayed. 3   press  a / b  to select the title you want to delete,  and then press  a  on the remote control unit. the bookmarks menu appears. 4   press  a / b  to select delete, and then press  enter . to delete all the bookmarks, select delete all. 5   press  c / d  to select yes, and then press  enter .  ? ?  ? ?  ? ? ? using the internet -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   61 browser settings you can check or modify your browser settings from  the browser menu.  the browser menu includes a display settings menu  and a security settings menu. 1   press  d  to display the toolbar. 2   press  c / d  to select     in the toolbar, and then  press  enter . 3   press  c / d  to select the settings menu you want to  access. 4   press  a / b  to select and con? rm the item you want  to set. 5   press  a / b / c / d  to specify the required setting,  and then press  enter . 6   press  d  to exit. view settings zoom in/out: zoom in:  displays content enlarged to 200%. normal:  displays content at 100%. zoom out:  displays content reduced to 75%. encoding:  selects the desired encoding from the list below: western (iso-8859-1)/unicode (utf-8) page information:  displays information about the currently  displayed page. reset: yes:  resets the browser settings. no:  does not reset the browser settings. reset does not reset the certi? cation enable/disable and  encoding settings. ? security settings security: save setting:  if you select this option, a message is  displayed when you move from a protected page to an  unprotected page. to change this setting, remove the tick, select save  setting and then press  enter . root certi?  cates/ca certi?  cates:  displays the list of  certi? cates. to disable a certi? cate, select the certi? cate  to be disabled and press  a  to display the sub-menu.  select disable, and then press  enter . disabled certi? cates are shown unticked in the  certi? cate list screen. cookies: accept all:  select this option to accept all cookies. reject all:  select this option when you do not want to  accept cookies. prompt before accepting:  when you open a page  that uses cookies, this option displays a con? rmation  message. delete all cookies:  deletes all your cookies. server certi?  cates:  displays certi? cates for the connected  server. browser information:  displays browser information. ?  this product contains netfront browser of  access co., ltd. ?  access, the access logo and netfront  are registered trademarks or trademarks of  access co., ltd. in the united states,  japan and/or other countries.   ? 2009 access co., ltd. all rights  reserved. ?  this software is based in part on the work of  the independent jpeg group. ? using the internet -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   62 using the internet enjoying movies and some other  applications via the internet you can watch movies available on the internet or  make use of other internet applications with this tv. please check that the most current software is  loaded on tv by selecting "auto update setting" on  "software update" (see page 34) or by visiting  http://www.sharpusa.com/products/support/  to check for a download of the newest software version. instantly watching movies from net?  ix this function allows you to enjoy net? ix through the  internet. net? ix is an online dvd and blu-ray disc rental service,  offering rental-by mail and streaming instantly to net? ix  members. to enjoy this function, make a broadband internet  connection to both your pc and the tv (see page 50), and  then set internet setting (see page 51), then perform the  following operation. the quality depends on the network speed and original bit  rate. for more information on net? ix visit http://www.net? ix.com/ help or login to your net? ix account and click "help" at the  top of the page. net? ix is only available in the u.s. illustrations are examples and may differ from the actual  net? ix screens. the display and operations may change as  a result of a software update. use net? ix without con? guring a proxy server. part or all of  net? ix may not be available when connecting to the internet  via a proxy server. when net? ix is used, position does not work. settings for watching net?  ix content on the tv   1   press  apps  to display the dock. 2   press  c / d  to select "netflix", and then press  enter . 3   read the disclaimer displayed on the screen. if  you agree, press  a / b  on the last page to select  "agree", and then press  enter .   (if you do not agree, this service cannot be used.) ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 4   obtain the net? ix activation code. +  if you do not have a net?  ix account 1  press  a / b  to select "no-start my free trial",  and then press  enter . the screen of the tv 2   subscribe by visiting http://www.net? ix.com/sharp  from your pc. 3  press  a / b  to select "im now a member", and  then press  enter . the screen of the tv +  if you have a net?  ix account press  a / b  to select "yes-activate instant streaming  from net? ix", and then press  enter . the screen of the tv 5   you will see the following window. the activation code is displayed. the screen of the tv ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   63 6   using your pc, visit http://www.net? ix.com/activate,  and then enter the activation code displayed in step 5. the screen of the pc after a period of time, the tv will be activated, and the  empty instant queue screen will be displayed. adding content to the instant queue 7   to add a movie to the instant queue of the tv,  select the "add to instant" button on net? ix "watch  instantly" web page using your pc. after a period of time, the instant queue registered  using your pc will appear on the tv screen. playing back content in the instant queue on the tv 8  press  c / d  to select the desired title, and then  press  enter . when registration and set-up are completed, you can  jump from the dock to the instant queue screen. (see steps 1 to 2 in  settings for watching net?  ix  content on the tv .) the screen of the tv when there are more than one title in the instant  queue, press  ? / ? to scroll through several  thumbnails so you can perform a quicker search. the parental control settings on the tv (see pages 32  to 33) do not apply to net? ix. to adjust the parental  controls for your instant queue, go to net? ix.com/ youraccount. the time required to display the instant queue screen  varies depending on the internet connection status and  the number of titles in the instant queue. ? ? ? ? ? ? 9   the title you selected is displayed. to return to the step 8, press  a .  press  a / b  to select "play", and then press  enter   or  d  to start playback. the screen of the tv after a period of time, playback of the movie begins. +  the buttons that can be used during playback buttons description ? / a stops playback and displays the movie title screen  (springboard). ) sets pauses and still pictures. press  )  or  d  to  return to playback. ? displays the trickplay screen and fast forwards  playback. ? displays the trickplay screen and reverses  playback. enter displays the trickplay screen and pauses playback. d displays the trickplay screen, advances one frame  forward, and pauses playback. c displays the trickplay screen, advances one frame  backward, and pauses playback. return displays net? ix home screen. exit closes the net? ix home screen and switches the  tv to input mode. deactivating net?  ix function 1  press  menu  to display the menu screen. 2  press  c / d  to select "information", and then press  enter . 3  press  a / b  to select "net? ix help", and then press  enter . 4  press  c / d  to select "deactivate", and then press  enter . to con? rm the net? ix status, check the information  displayed on the screen and click "ok". ? ? ? using the internet -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   64 enjoying movies and internet applications with vudu vudu movies is the leading hd on-demand video service. vudu movies is built into your tv and utilizes your  existing internet connection to deliver the highest quality on-demand video available today. vudu movies features: true 1080p hd, the only service to offer 1080p quality video on- demand over 16,000 movies available on-demand over 3,000 movies available in hd, more than are available  anywhere else 5.1 surround sound, delivered through state-of-the-art dolby digital  plus the latest hollywood hits available the same day as dvd no subscription required ? ? ? ? ? ? example using the internet to enjoy this function, make a broadband internet connection to both your pc and the tv (see page xx), and then set internet  setting (see page xx), then perform the following operation. for more information on vudu visit http://www.vudu.com. your internet connection is vital to your vudu experience. please refer to the chart below:    sd (dvd quality): 480p 1 mbps to 2 mbps   hd (hdtv quality): 720p 2.25 mbps to 4.5 mbps   hdx (bd quality): 1080p 4.5 mbps to 9 mbps vudu is only available in the us. illustrations are examples and may differ from the actual vudu screens.  use vudu without con? guring a proxy server. part or all of vudu may not be available when connecting to the internet via a  proxy server. when vudu is used, "position" does not work. ? ? ? ? ? ? ? getting started   from the vudu app screen, you can view trailers of  the latest movies and up-to-date information on dvd  or you can access other internet applications. internet application content is subject to change. for complete instructions on using vudu movies, please  visit http://www.vudu.com/docs in order to view an in- depth online manual. 1  press  fav app3  to display the vudu app screen. you can also display the vudu app screen by pressing  enter  after you press  apps  and  c / d  to select  "vudu". 2  press  a / b / c / d  to select the desired item, and  then press  enter . follow the instructions on the screen. ? ? ? ? watching a movie on vudu when it comes time to watch a movie on vudu, you  will need to set up an account. 1  press  a / b / c / d  to select "sign up for vudu now!  click here to get started", and then press  enter . 2  press  c / d   to select "sign up now", and then  press  enter . 3  enter your e-mail address. an activation code will be sent to your pc. then  perform the subsequent operations on the pc. 4  visit  http://www.vudu.com/activation  on the pc and  enter the activation code you have received. following the instructions on the screen, make all the  necessary settings. ? ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   65 using the internet +  if the settings on the pc are incorrect the screen as shown below will be displayed.  following the instructions on the screen, send e-mail  again and make all the necessary settings. example +  operational buttons during playback buttons description ? hold down to go in reverse. d starts playback. ? hold down to fast forward. + playback stops. ) sets pauses and still pictures. ? pressing quickly once takes you to the start of the  chapter currently playing. each time you press it,  you move back to the start of the previous chapter. / pressing quickly once takes you to the start of the  next chapter. each time you press it, you move  ahead to the start of the next chapter. deactivating the vudu function 1  press  menu  to display the menu screen. 2  press  c / d  to select "information", and then press  enter . 3  press  a / b  to select "vudu help", and then press  enter . 4  press  c / d  to select "deactivate", and then press  enter . to con? rm the vudu status, check the information  displayed on the screen and click "ok". ? troubleshooting - vudu vudu cannot be accessed. if you are able to access other network services (e.g.  aquos net) from your device, but are not able to  access vudu, please contact vudu customer care at  1-888-554-vudu (8838). if you are not able to access any network services  (e.g. aquos net) from your device, please consult the  appropriate section of this operation manual or contact  your device manufacturer for assistance. the activation code was not obtained. check your junk or spam e-mail folders. if you are unable to  ? nd the activation e-mail in the folders, recon? rm the e-mail  address you have entered, and then try your account  settings again. if you encounter any other issues during activation,  refer to the following online resources: detailed vudu manual:  available at  http://www.vudu.com/docs. this introduces you  to all aspects of the revolutionary vudu service with  easy-to-follow instructions. vudu faq:  to learn more about vudu, visit the  frequently asked questions at  http://www.vudu.com/support. vudu customer care:  when you need to talk live  with someone, contact vudu customer care at  1-888-554-vudu (8838) 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. paci? c, 7  days a week (except holidays). ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   66 using the internet disclaimers this sharp device facilitates the access to content and services provided by third parties. the content and  services accessible via this device belong to and may be proprietary to third parties. therefore, any use of such  third party content and services must be in accordance with any authorization or terms of use provided by  such content or service provider. sharp shall not be liable to you or any third party for your failure to abide by  such authorization or terms of use. unless otherwise speci? cally authorized by the applicable content or service  provider, all third party content and services provided are for personal and non-commercial use; you may not  modify, copy, distribute, transmit, display, perform, reproduce, upload, publish, license, create derivative works  from, transfer or sell in any manner or medium any content or services available via this device. sharp is not responsible, nor liable, for customer service-related issues related to the third party content or  services. any questions, comments or service-related inquiries relating to the third party content or service  should be made directly to the applicable content or service provider. you may not be able to access content or services from the device for a variety of reasons which may be  unrelated to the device itself, including, but not limited to, power failure, other internet connection, or failure to  con? gure your device properly. sharp, its directors, of? cers, employees, agents, contractors and af? liates shall  not be liable to you or any third party with respect to such failures or maintenance outages, regardless of cause  or whether or not it could have been avoided. all third party content or services accessible via this device is provided to you  on an as-is and as available basis and sharp and its affiliates make no warranty  or representation of any kind to you, either express or implied, including, without  limitation, any warranties of merchantability, non-infringement, fitness for a particular  purpose or any warranties of suitability, availability, accuracy, completeness, security,  title, usefulness, lack of negligence or error-free or uninterrupted operation or use  of the content or services provided to you or that the content or services will meet  your requirements or expectations. sharp is not an agent of and assumes no responsibility for the acts or omissions of  third party content or service providers, nor any aspect of the content or service  related to such third party providers. in no event will sharp and/or its affiliates be liable to you or any third party for any  direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential or other damages, whether  the theory of liability is based on contract, tort, negligence, breach of warranty,  strict liability or otherwise and whether or not sharp and/or its affiliates have been  advised of the possibility of such damages. -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   67 ?  to attach the stand, perform the above steps in reverse order. unfasten the four screws used to  secure the stand in place.  detach the stand from the tv. 13 appendix removing the stand ?  before detaching (or attaching) the stand, unplug the ac cord. caution ?  do not remove the stand from the tv unless using an optional wall mount bracket to mount it. LC-52LE920UN before attaching/detaching the stand ?  before performing work, make sure to turn off the tv. ?  before performing work spread cushioning over the base area to lay the tv on. this will prevent it from being  damaged.  ?  to attach the stand, perform the above steps in reverse order. lc-60le920un before attaching/detaching the stand ?  before performing work, make sure to turn off the tv.  2 1 loosen the screw used to secure the stand cover  and remove the cover. 1  unfasten the four screws used to secure the  stand in place.  2  detach the stand from the tv. (hold the stand so  it will not drop from the edge of the base area.) 1 2 2 1  loosen the screw used to  secure the stand cover. 2  remove the cover. 1 2 -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   68 ?  detach the cable clamp on the rear of the tv when using the optional mount bracket. ?  to use this tv mounted on a wall, remove the ac cord holder and the screws at the 4 locations on the rear of the tv, and  then use the screws supplied with the wall mount bracket to secure the bracket to the rear of the tv. 2 1 setting the tv on the wall caution ?  this tv should be mounted on the wall only with the wall mount bracket an-52ag4 (sharp). the use of other  wall mount brackets may result in an unstable installation and may cause serious injuries. ?  installing the tv requires special skill that should only be performed by quali?  ed service personnel. customers  should not attempt to do the work themselves. sharp bears no responsibility for improper mounting or  mounting that results in accident or injury. using an optional bracket to mount the tv ?  you can ask a quali? ed service professional about using an optional an-52ag4 bracket to mount the tv on the wall. ?  carefully read the instructions that come with the bracket before beginning work. hanging on the wall an-52ag4  wall mount bracket. (see the bracket instructions for details.) about setting the tv angle vertical mounting angular mounting LC-52LE920UN 0/5/10/15/20 lc-60le920un  0/5/10 an-52ag4 LC-52LE920UN ?  the center of the display: 3 / 64  inch (1 mm) above the b position. lc-60le920un ?  the center of the display: 43 / 64  inch (16.7 mm) above the f position. ?  refer to the operation manual of  an-52ag4 for details. appendix -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   69 appendix troubleshooting problem possible solution no power ? check if you pressed  power  on the remote control unit.    page 17 is the ac cord disconnected?    page 8 has the power been turned on?    page 17 ? ? ? unit cannot be operated. ? external in? uences such as lightning, static electricity, may cause improper  operation. in this case, operate the unit after ? rst turning off the power of the tv or  unplugging the ac cord and replugging it in after 1 or 2 minutes. ? remote control unit does not  operate. ? is the equipment to be operated by the remote control unit set correctly? press  tv   to set the remote control unit to the setting for operating the tv. are batteries inserted with polarity ( e ,  f ) aligned?    page 9 are batteries worn out? (replace with new batteries.) are you using it under strong or ? uorescent lighting? is a ? uorescent light illuminated near the remote control sensor?  is "rc control lock" selected in "operation lock out"?    page 29 ? ? ? ? ? ? picture is cut off/with sidebar  screen. ? is the image position correct?    page 29 are screen mode adjustments such as picture size made correctly?    pages 21 and 47 ? ? strange color, light color, or color  misalignment ? adjust the picture tone.    pages 24 and 25 is the room too bright? the picture may look dark in a room that is too bright. ? ? power is suddenly turned off. ? is the sleep timer set?    page 18 check the power control settings.    page 27 the unit's internal temperature has increased. remove any objects blocking vent or  clean. ? ? ? no sound ? is connection to other components correct?    pages 12 to 16 and 43 is the volume too low?    page 18 is "variable" selected in "output select"?    page 29 have you pressed  mute  on the remote control unit?    page 18 ?  check the audio output of the connected external equipment. is the volume too  low or muted? ?  when external equipment is connected via an hdmi cable, you may need to  con? gure the audio to be output through the hdmi cable. ?  when audio is not output from external equipment connected to the pc in or hdmi 1  terminal, check the "audio select" setting.     page 48 ?  even when external equipment is connected using an hdmi-certi? ed cable, an audio  cable connection may be required depending on the type of equipment and the  media being played back. in this case, in addition to connecting an hdmi-certi? ed  cable to the hdmi 1 terminal, connect a ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable to the  audio in terminal and set "audio select" to "hdmi+analog".    page 48 ?  when connecting a pc via an hdmi-certi? ed cable, check the following: -   is the audio output of the pc con? gured correctly? check the audio output  settings and output audio format in sound properties on the pc. only pcm format audio can be output. compressed audio (with a sampling rate  of 32khz, 44.1khz, or 48khz) and dts format audio cannot be output. -   depending on the board, only video signals may be output. in this case, in  addition to connecting an hdmi-certi? ed cable to the hdmi 1 terminal, connect a  ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable to the audio in terminal and set "audio select"  to "hdmi+analog".    page 48 ?  if you are using a dvi-hdmi conversion cable to connect external equipment to the  tv, check the following: -   is an audio cable connected? the dvi-hdmi conversion cable is for video only.  connect a ? 3.5 mm stereo mini jack cable to listen to the audio. -   is hdmi 1 being used? when the tv is connected to another hdmi terminal, the  audio and video are not output together even if a ? 3.5 mm stereo minijack cable  is connected to the shared audio in terminal for pc in and hdmi 1. -    check the "audio select" setting. set "audio select" to "hdmi+analog".    page 48 ? ? ? ? -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   70 problem possible solution no picture ? is connection to other components correct?    pages 12 to 16 and 43 is the correct input selected?    pages 12 and 19 is "on" selected in "audio only"?    page 27 ?  if the pc image is not displayed, check the following: -   when connecting a laptop pc to the tv, check that display output mode of the  pc is set to external monitor. -   check the resolution setting on the pc. is a non-compatible signal being input?   page 48 ? ? ? picture quality of hd programs is  poor. ? to enjoy hd images from external equipment, you are required to set up hdmi  connection or component connection. if the program content is not of hd quality, hd images cannot be displayed. check  that the program you are viewing provides hd images. the hd cable/satellite set-top box may need to be con? gured to output hd images  via cable/satellite. the cable/satellite broadcast may not support a signal resolution of 1080p. ? ? ? ? the tv sometimes makes a  cracking sound. ? this is not a malfunction. this happens when the cabinet slightly expands and  contracts according to change in temperature. this does not affect the tv's  performance. ? ?  the original home page cannot  be displayed. ?  is the ethernet cable connected correctly?    page 50 ?  check the settings of "communication setup" and "interactive service".     page 51 ?  some internet functions used on  a pc are not available from the  tv. ?  the tv has only limited functions compared with regular pc browsers.     page 53 appendix -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   71 troubleshooting - error message the example of an error message  displayed on a screen error code possible solution failed to receive broadcast. ? e202 check the antenna cable. check that the antenna is correctly  setup. ? no broadcast now. ? e203 check the broadcast time in the program guide. ? an incompatible audio signal has  been received. change the output  device audio settings to pcm. ?  this message is displayed when an audio format other than  pcm is input. (dolby digital and dts audio formats are not  supported.) -   set the audio output format of connected external hdmi  equipment to pcm. -   refer to the operation manual of the external equipment for  setting details. ? cautions regarding use in high and low temperature environments when the unit is used in a low temperature space (e.g. room, of? ce), the picture may leave trails or appear slightly delayed.  this is not a malfunction, and the unit will recover when the temperature returns to normal. do not leave the unit in a hot or cold location. also, do not leave the unit in a location exposed to direct sunlight or near a   heater, as this may cause the cabinet to deform and the front panel to malfunction.  storage temperature:  f 4f to  e 140f ( f 20c to  e 60c) ? ? clearing the secret number if you forget the secret number, clear the secret number using the following procedure. 1  select an item from the list below to display the secret number input screen. (for operating the on-screen  display menu, see page 22.)   ? "color system" ( ? "input terminal setting"  ? system options menu).   ? "ez setup" or "reset" ( ? initial setup menu).   ? "ch setup ( ? "broadcasting setting"  ? initial setup menu).   ? "parental ctrl" ( ? "individual setting"  ? initial setup menu).   ? "interactive service" ( ? "internet setting"  ? initial setup menu).   ? "software update" ( ? information menu). 2  press and hold both  ch u  and  vol k  on the tv simultaneously until the message appears on the screen. the secret number is . ?  as a precautionary measure, make a note of your secret number above, cut it from this manual, and keep it in a safe place. appendix -$@-&6/@&@joee   free datasheet http:///

 optional accessory the listed optional accessory is available for the liquid  crystal television. please purchase it at your nearest shop. ?  additional optional accessories may be available in the near  future. when purchasing, please read the newest catalogue for  compatibility and check the availability. part name model number wall mount  bracket an-52ag4 speci?  cations item model: LC-52LE920UN model: lc-60le920un lcd  panel size 52 o  class (52  1 / 32 o  diagonal) 60 o  class (60  1 / 32 o  diagonal) resolution 2,073,600 pixels (1,920  g  1,080) tv  function tv-standard (ccir) american tv standard atsc/ntsc system receiving  channel vhf/uhf vhf 2-13ch, uhf 14-69ch catv 1-135ch (non-scrambled channel only) digital terrestrial  broadcast (8vsb) 2-69ch digital cable *1   (64/256 qam) 1-135ch (non-scrambled channel only) audio multiplex btsc system audio out 10w  g  2 + 15 w (wf) terminals back panel  vertical  inputs video av in (av mini plug and rca plugs) pc in analog rgb (pc) in (15-pin mini d-sub female connector),  audio in (? 3.5 mm stereo jack) hdmi 1 hdmi in with hdcp, audio in (? 3.5 mm stereo jack) hdmi 2 hdmi in with hdcp hdmi 3 hdmi in with hdcp hdmi 4 hdmi in with hdcp audio in audio in (? 3.5 mm stereo jack) audio out audio out (? 3.5 mm stereo jack) digital audio output optical digital audio output  g  1 (pcm/dolby digital) ethernet network connector usb 1 photo/music mode, software update usb 2 photo/music mode, software update back panel  horizontal  inputs component component in ant/cable 75  q  unbalance, f type  g  1 for analog (vhf/uhf/catv) and digital (air/cable) rs-232c 9-pin d-sub male connector osd language english/french/spanish power requirement ac 120 v, 60 hz power consumption 170 w (0.5 w standby with ac 120 v) 230 w (0.5 w standby with ac 120 v) weight tv + stand 77.2 lbs./35.0 kg 112.4 lbs./51.0 kg tv only 66.1 lbs./30.0 kg 89.3 lbs./40.5 kg dimension *2  (w  g  h  g  d) tv + stand 49  5 / 8   g  33  29 / 32   g  13  25 / 64  inch 56  21 / 32   g  38  25 / 64   g  14  1 / 2  inch tv only 49  5 / 8   g  31  15 / 16   g  1  35 / 64  inch 56  21 / 32   g  35  61 / 64   g  1  37 / 64  inch operating temperature e 32f to  e 104f (0c to  e 40c) *1   emergency alert messages via cable are unreceivable. *2   the dimensional drawings are shown on the inside back cover. ?  as part of policy of continuous improvement, sharp reserves the right to make design and speci? cation changes for  product improvement without prior notice. the performance speci? cation ? gures indicated are nominal values of production  units. there may be some deviations from these values in individual units.   72 appendix -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   73 information on the software license for this product software composition the software included in this product is comprised of various software components whose individual copyrights  are held by sharp or by third parties. software developed by sharp and open source software the copyrights for the software components and various relevant documents included with this product that  were developed or written by sharp are owned by sharp and are protected by the copyright act, international  treaties, and other relevant laws. this product also makes use of freely distributed software and software  components whose copyrights are held by third parties. these include software components covered by a gnu  general public license (hereafter gpl), a gnu lesser general public license (hereafter lgpl) or other license  agreement. obtaining source code some of the open source software licensors require the distributor to provide the source code with the executable  software components. gpl and lgpl include similar requirements. for information on obtaining the source code  for the open source software and for obtaining the gpl, lgpl, and other license agreement information, visit the  following website: http://www.sharpusa.com/gpl we are unable to answer any questions about the source code for the open source software. the source code for  the software components whose copyrights are held by sharp is not distributed. acknowledgements the following open source software components are included in this product: ? linux kernel/busybox/glibc/zlib/libpng/libjpeg/libiconv/directfb/openssl/xmlrpc-epi/mtd-utils/expat/qt/ u-boot/wmdrm/agg(ver2.3)/device-mapper software copyrights xmlrpc-epi copyright 2000 ? epinions, inc. libjpeg this software is copyright ? 1991-1998, thomas g. lane. portions of this software are based in part on the work of the independent jpeg group. openssl copyright ? 1998-2008 the openssl project. this product includes software developed by the openssl project for use in the openssl toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org) ssleay copyright ? 1995-1998 eric young (eay@cryptsoft.com) this product includes cryptographic software written by eric young (eay@cryptsoft.com). expat copyright ? 1998, 1999, 2000 thai open source software center ltd and clark cooper. copyright ? 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 expat maintainers. qt copyright ? 2009 nokia corporation and/or its subsidiary(-ies). contact: qt software information (qt-info@nokia.com) wmdrm content owners use windows media digital rights management technology (wmdrm) to protect their  intellectual property, including copyrights. this device uses wmdrm software to access wmdrm- protected content. if the wmdrm software fails to protect the content, content owners may ask  microsoft to revoke the softwares ability to use wmdrm to play or copy protected content. revocation does not affect unprotected content. when you download licenses for protected content,  you agree that microsoft may include a revocation list with the licenses. content owners may require  you to upgrade wmdrm to access to their content. if you decline an upgrade, you will not be able to  access content that requires the upgrade.      appendix -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///

   74 consumer limited warranty sharp electronics corporation warrants to the ?rst consumer purchaser that this sharp brand liquid crystal display product (the   product), when shipped in its original container, will be free from defective workmanship and materials, and agrees that it w ill, at its option,  either repair the defect or replace the defective product or part thereof with a new or remanufactured equivalent at no charge  to the  purchaser for parts or labor for the period(s) set forth below. this warranty does not apply to any appearance items of the product or if the serial number or model number af?xed to the produ ct has  been removed, defaced, changed, altered or tampered with. this warranty does not cover installation or signal reception problem s. this  limited warranty will not apply if the product has been or is being used in a commercial setting or application; this warranty  is meant solely  for the non-commercial, household use of the product by consumers in their home or residence. if you intend to or already use t his product  for commercial purposes or in a commercial setting, there are warranties available to cover your use of this product, the terms  of which may  vary. please contact  1-888-go-sharp  for further information. in order to enforce your rights under this limited warranty, you should follow the steps set forth below. you must be able to p rovide proof of  purchase to the servicer, which proof must include the date of purchase.  to the extent permitted by applicable state law, the warranties set forth are in lieu of, and exclusive of, all other warrantie s, express or  implied. speci?cally all other warranties other than those set forth above are excluded, all express and implied warranties including the warranties of merchantability, fitness for use, and fitness for a particular  purpose are specifically excluded. if, under applicable state law, implied warranties may not validly be  disclaimed or excluded, the duration of such implied warranties is limited to the period(s) from the date of  purchase set forth below. this warranty gives you specific legal rights. you may also have other rights  which vary from state to state. the warranties given herein shall be the sole and exclusive warranties granted by sharp and shall be the sole and exclusive rem edy  available to the purchaser and only for the time periods set forth herein. no other representations or promises made by anyone  are  permitted. correction of defects, in the manner and for the period of time described herein, shall constitute complete ful?llme nt of all  liabilities and responsibilities of sharp to the purchaser with respect to the product, and shall constitute full satisfaction  of all claims,  whether based on contract, negligence, strict liability or otherwise. sharp does not warrant nor shall sharp be liable, or in a ny way responsible, for products which have been subject to abuse (including, but not limited to, improper voltage), accident, misuse,  negligence,  lack of reasonable care, alteration, modi?cation, tampering, misuse, improper operation or maintenance or any damages or defect s in the  product which were caused by repairs or attempted repairs performed by anyone other than a sharp authorized servicer. nor shall  sharp  be liable or in any way responsible for any incidental or consequential economic or property damage. some states do not allow l imits on  warranties or on remedies for breach in certain transactions; in such states, the limits herein may not apply. this limited warranty is valid only in the fifty (50) united states, the district of columbia and puerto rico. model speci?c section where to obtain service: from a sharp authorized servicer located in the united states. to ?nd the  location of the nearest sharp authorized servicer, please call sharp toll free  at 1-800-be-sharp. what to do to obtain service: contact your sharp authorized servicer to obtain in home service for this  product. the servicer will come to your location and if necessary remove the  unit for repair at the servicers facility and return the set to you once  completed. be sure to have  proof of purchase  available. to obtain product information or purchase accessories and extended warranties, call  1-800-be-sharp   or visit www.sharpusa.com additional exclusions from  warranty coverage (if any): in order for the product to be serviced, the product must be readily available  to the servicer, free and clear of any complex or non-standard installation,  mounting or other encumbrance which would unreasonably interfere with  servicing the product. the servicer will remount the product after service,  provided that such remounting is not into a complex or non-standard installa- tion. any additional labor and materials required to remove and/or reinstall a  product above and beyond the foregoing are not covered by this warranty,  may result in additional charges and are the responsibility of the consumer. image retention resulting from a ?xed image being displayed for long  periods of time is not covered by this limited warranty (see operation  manual on how to prevent this). warranty period for this product: one (1) year parts and labor from the date of purchase. your product model number & description: LC-52LE920UN/lc-60le920un lcd color television (be sure to have this information available when you need service for your  product.) for location of the nearest sharp authorized service, or to obtain product literature, accessories, supplies, or  customer assistance, please call 1-800-be-sharp. calling for service limited warranty -$@-&6/@&joec   free datasheet http:///
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 unit: inch (mm) unit: pouce (mm) unidad: pulgada (mm) dimensional drawings lc-60le920un an-52ag4 LC-52LE920UN an-52ag4 6  15 / 64 (158) 1  35 / 64 (39) 13  25 / 64 (340) 4  11 / 64 (106) 2  41 / 64 (67) 1  35 / 64 (39) 49  5 / 8  (1260) 25  23 / 32 (653) 19  1 / 16  (484) 15  3 / 4  (400) 56  21 / 32  (1439) 52  17 / 32  (1334.2) 38  25 / 64  (975) 35  61 / 64  (913) 29  41 / 64 (752.6) 21  1 / 2  (546) 22  27 / 32  (580) 15  3 / 4  (400) 2  29 / 64 (62) 4  49 / 64 (121) 1  37 / 64 (40) 6  55 / 64 (174) 14  1 / 2 (368) 2  41 / 64 (67) 4  7 / 32 (107) 1  37 / 64 (40) 15  3 / 4  (400) 33  29 / 32  (861) 31  15 / 16  (811) 1  63 / 64 (50) 6  25 / 32 (172) 15  3 / 4  (400) 21  17 / 64  (540) 45  9 / 16  (1157) -$@-&6/@&@$pwfsjoee   free datasheet http:///

 sharp electronics corporation sharp plaza, mahwah, new jersey 07495-1163 sharp corporation printed in mexico imprim au mexique impreso en mxico tins-e587wjzz 10p06-mx-nm -$@-&6/@&@$pwfsjoee   free datasheet http:///
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